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MURDER AT THE EMPRESS
By Phillip C. Wagner

Characters

JERRY HAMILTON, the actor age 23

ANDRA THOMPSON, the actress age 27

CHRISTINE HUTTON, the lady upstairs ageless

GLYNNIS CLARKE, the Public Relations Directress age 33

PHILLIP RANDOLPHE, the detective age 35

Act One Scene One

Andra Thompson, 27, in slacks and blouse, alone, sits centre
of the luxurious chesterfield. She sips water from a fancy
glass.

Two hideously shaped hands come up from behind the
chesterfield on either side of her neck, preparing to strangle
her. The hands hesitate as her left hand comes up in a motion
akin to brushing away a pesky fly, not touching the other’s
hands.

The “hands”, disgruntled, disappear and then reappear more
slowly and less hideously and complete the circle around her
neck and strangle her.

Suddenly the hands stop and “angrily” disappear back behind
the sofa with a resolved thud on the floor and - -

JERRY: (from behind sofa and very angry) I can’t work here—it isn’t right. I
don’t feel right.

(Andra angrily spins, her butt in the air, directing her
comments over the back of the sofa)
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ANDRA: Damn it Jerry! You are always pulling that temperamental actor feeling
crap you learned at university. You should be able to play the part
anywhere. That’s what I’ve been talking about “creating your own
space” – the environment must come totally from you. You’re an actor
Jerry – act like one!

(Jerry rises from behind the sofa)

JERRY: I hurt my arm.

ANDRA: Damn it, Jerry!

(Angrily spins and sits back centre sofa)

(Suddenly Jerry convincingly grabs her by the throat)

ANDRA: Yes! More like that.

(Jerry gives up)

Much better.

(Jerry goes for the old light switch)

No, no leave the lights off – we’re not through.

JERRY: I’m through. That maid probably brought us here as a practical joke.
(Acting like Peter Lorrie) Five hundred seventy rooms and she brings
us to this one. Why?

ANDRA: (Mimicking Marlene Dietrich) This is probably their best suite, darlink.
(Coyly) There’s nobody else on this floor, enjoy it – who’s to know,
nicht vahr?

JERRY: (As himself referring to the decor) The weird old lady hermit that lives
here probably.

ANDRA: (as herself) Don’t be silly. (Then realizing) Ah-ha, no wonder your
concentration was so weak. That frumpy apron, that overly cute white
bow in her hair... (Slightly jealous) God, you’ll chase anything.

JERRY: It’s a set up Andra. I can feel it.

ANDRA: (looking askew at him) Jerry, Jerry, Jerry...
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JERRY: Silly? See you later. You want to run the scene – run it – murder
yourself! (Starts to go up centre toward main entrance)

ANDRA: How am I supposed to do that?

JERRY: You’re the director. (Goes, but someone off set surprises him) Oh,
hello, how long have you been there? I mean, sorry, do you live here, I
mean, excuse me. I was just leaving.

(Jerry backs up into the parlor followed by Mrs. Hutton whose
cool demanding manner has forced him back)

(Mrs. Hutton is opening a letter envelope with a very sharp
letter opener; she pushes the old fashioned light switch button
with the letter opener as she goes by, room brightens slightly
and she sits center sofa)

(Andra self-consciously places the fancy water glass on the
mantle)

(Jerry starts to leave again)

(The letter opener rips through the envelope and points at
Jerry. He pauses)

HUTTON: Christine is such a twit at times, if you will excuse the expression.
Young man, sit down, you make me nervous. (He faces her but does
not sit) My maid isn’t here or I would offer you some tea. If she doesn’t
return promptly, I will cancel the going away party that I have been
planning for her. Here, put that down over there, please, won’t you?
That’s a good boy. (She holds out the opener, forcing him to come to
her; she carelessly hands the opener to him; it cuts his finger)

JERRY: (Looking at his cut finger) Ouch. Was that your maid that let us...

HUTTON: Oh, did I cut your finger? (Perplexed) Oh, what are we to do? (Then
she gets an idea) Come with me now, I insist. My maid is nowhere to
be found and look what has happened. I will simply have to dress your
wound myself. Come with me now, this way. (She takes him off
through the left archway; he tries to speak—) Hush now, not another
word. I must learn to do a few things by myself. It’s no trouble really,
not too much.

(Andra rises slowly, goes to the archway left watching them
disappear inside the suite somewhere. She stares in disbelief.
then she chuckles, turns back into the room and decides to
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imitate the “old lady’s” style. She pantomimes her walk, the
way she sits, retrieves the letter opener, opens the envelope
exactly like Mrs. Hutton did, and chuckles)

(Mrs. Hutton appears alone. She has seen this last action)

HUTTON: It has been opened once, my dear, you needn’t butcher it. (She takes
the opener away from Andra sharply and waves it at her.) I presume
you are not an industrial spy, so why did you want to read my letter?

ANDRA: I’m an actress.

HUTTON: (Quite seriously) Well, that explains everything. (She drops the letter
opener on an end table and waves at Andra to put the letter down.)

(Andra does)

(During the next speech Mrs. Hutton picks up a cigarette
holder with a cigarette in it, removes the cigarette, and puts it
ritualistically into a jeweled container)

HUTTON: (Meaning the letter) It’s from the figurehead president of my
corporation, International Soy Beans, or in French, “Soy Bean
Internationale”. It’s an empire really. If you want to know the contents,
you will have to read the statistics yourself. I never bother. (After Mrs.
Hutton has removed the cigarette, she puts the cigarette holder,
empty, into her mouth and eats it.)

(Pause)

It’s soy bean. I do this to everyone. I love to watch them trying not to
watch me doing this. It is quite healthy actually. One would never
suspect that soy beans could be made into such effective stage props,
don’t you agree?

ANDRA: Where is Jerry?

HUTTON: Oh Gerald. Don’t worry about Gerald, my dear. I am sure he is quite
able to take care of himself.

ANDRA: Yes, but –

HUTTON: (lifts the jeweled box with cigarettes; opens the lid and offers it to
Andra) Would you like some chocolate?

ANDRA: No thank you, I don’t smoke - - chocolate.
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HUTTON: Oh, don’t you? I simply love it. (She eats the whole cigarette) It is not
as good for you as the cigarette holder, my dear, but much tastier,
even the paper is chocolate, very expensive. But deception often
comes expensively, don’t you agree?

ANDRA: Where is Jerry?

HUTTON: (Ignoring her question) You should know that, being an actress.

ANDRA: Where is Jerry, please?

HUTTON: Well, if you insist on knowing, I believe he is in the lavatory. I don’t
really want to discuss it.

ANDRA: Oh.

HUTTON: If you must know, I couldn’t bear to see the shock in his eyes when I
poured mercurochrome directly into his wound. This particular brand of
mercurochrome is made by a subsidiary of International Soy. He said
he didn’t like it. So I left him to nurse for himself. Some people just
don’t appreciate good help (she laughs).

ANDRA: (Sort of laughs) We’re sorry to intrude. Ah, a (hesitates) - - a maid let
us in and told us it was vacant and we haven’t seen her since.

HUTTON: The little trickster is hiding again.

ANDRA: (looks anxiously for him) Is Jerry’s cut so bad? I didn’t see.

HUTTON: It was only a letter opener.

(Jerry enters, standing holding his blood stained bandaged
hand)

JERRY: Sorry, I got lost. (To Andra) There is an incredible network of halls
around here, beautiful stuff and balconies. (Suddenly looks at his
bandaged hand and says to himself) It’s worse than I thought. (Jerry
picks up the letter opener to examine it.)

HUTTON: That Christine. I have hardly seen her all day. She prowls around this
hotel like some kind of stalking beast, looking for victims. If she is not
careful she will miss her going away party. (Angry, she goes to Jerry
and grabs away the letter opener).You should know better than to
touch other people’s things. I should have you arrested. Besides, you
might cut yourself. (Change of tone, relaxed.) And you may return the
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ashtray inside your shirt. It is not a hotel ashtray. What do you think
this is, the Holiday Inn? Can’t you tell the difference?

(Jerry sets the ashtray on the mantle. Mrs. Hutton turns on
Andra angrily waving the letter opener again)

HUTTON: This is a trick. I knew it the minute I walked in here. Christine is missing
and you didn’t expect anyone to be living on the top floors of the
Empress, did you? Alone, all alone in her ivory tower? You didn’t
expect that. All you hear is what you want to hear, that the top floors
are closed to the public. I am not the public. I have lived here for my
entire life. Some of us prefer to. They didn’t tell you all the secrets of
the Empress, did they?

JERRY: Look, we’re —

HUTTON: (Defends herself with the letter opener) Don’t come any closer. They
didn’t tell you about the hidden staircases and the real value of the
place did they? (Calls) Christine! Christine! Oh where is that girl when I
need her. Important people come here you know. People whom you
never even dreamed of knowing are my friends, Kings, yeas kings,
princesses and everyone, not to mention the late great Johnny
Weismuller. (In reverie) His great ape-like strokes carrying him
magnificently from one end of the Crystal Gardens Pool to the next - -
over and over.

JERRY: (To Andra) Now what?

ANDRA: (Angry) Did you get a towel too, Jerry?

HUTTON: Are you merely thieves? Oh my word! Or are you murderers? I saw
you improvising there behind my chesterfield. Something tells me this
is no mere game we’re playing. Don’t come any closer.

JERRY: I haven’t —

HUTTON: You just want my antiques! Oh my word, the Empress isn’t just a hotel
– it’s a way of life. And you are killing it.

(A knock at the door)

(She ignores it) They thought Operation Tea Cup is what saved the
Empress from sinking, but those were mere renovations on the bottom
five floors for a modern clientele. I saved her! Yes me, and the people
like me. I saved a part of her old self, her dignity, her esteem, her
antiques, and don’t you forget it.
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(Knocking is heard again on the outside door.)

(Mrs. Hutton is suddenly calm, she sets the opener down
nonchalantly.)

HUTTON: That will be Glynnis. Mrs. Glynnis Clarke. She never rings the bell,
always knocks, the bell doesn’t work anyway. (Mrs. Hutton starts for
the door, turns to Andra) Would you get the door, please?

ANDRA: What? (Pause) Get it yourself.

JERRY: (Pleadingly) Andra.

HUTTON: (Disgusted) You can’t get good help these days. It’s those disgusting
unions. (She goes, calling over her shoulder as she goes) Entrée vous
Glynnis, they are in my parlor. Call me when this is all taken care of
please. (Goes mumbling) This whole business is beginning to unsettle
me.

JERRY: (Worried) Who is Mrs. Clarke?

ANDRA: Rather a dramatic old bee, isn’t she?

JERRY: (Very disturbed) You should talk. What are we gonna do? Who’s Mrs.
Clarke?

ANDRA: (Meaning Mrs. Hutton) She’s probably an escaped –

(Glynnis enters)

GLYNNIS: Now what is the trouble here? Mrs. Hutton? Mrs. Hutton? (Recognizes
Jerry) Oh. Where is Mrs. Hutton? (To Andra) Who are you?

ANDRA: (Not liking Glynnis’ tone, herself being overly polite--) I’m Andra
Thompson. (Suspicious that they know each other) This is Jerry... Who
are you?

GLYNNIS: So, you are why she rang. I am Mrs. Clarke, the Public Relations
Director for this hotel. What is the meaning of this?

JERRY: We were just leaving. There has been a misunderstanding.

GLYNNIS: (Suspicious) A misunderstanding?
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ANDRA: (Fluttering her eyelashes) The meaning of anything is relative to any
number of factors relative to it. Did you know each other before?

JERRY: We met briefly. Now, excuse us Mrs. Clarke. We thought we were
supposed to rehearse upstairs to be out of the way of all the guests - -
we had no idea...

GLYNNIS: How did you get in here?

ANDRA: The maid let us in.

GLYNNIS: Which maid?

ANDRA: Mrs. Hutton’s, I “presume”.

GLYNNIS: Mrs. Hutton has no personal maid. It could be any number of – Did you
get the name or number of this maid?

ANDRA: Mrs. Hutton calls her maid Christine.

GLYNNIS: That is what Mrs. Hutton’s first name is.

ANDRA: I don’t care. That’s her maid’s name.

GLYNNIS: Do you mean Mrs. Hutton has a maid now?

(Jerry nods yes)

ANDRA: With her own first name no less.

JERRY: Andra, stop it. (Then to Glynnis) A maid, Mrs. Hutton’s maid, or a maid,
some young woman let us in here. She met us in the elevator, asked
us what we were doing going up to the fifth floor because no guests
went there, just employees, and she didn’t recognize us. We explained
our rehearsal space problem and she suggested she had a better
place in mind with lots of atmosphere. That’s it. That’s all, honest. Now
we’re sorry, and we’ll go.

GLYNNIS: Just a minute. (Turns to Andra) You knew very well that this was a
private dwelling, did you not?

ANDRA: Not right away.

GLYNNIS: You realize you will not be asked back to this hotel again under any
circumstances.
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ANDRA: Since when do you control theatrical bookings?

JERRY: Andra, good grief.

GLYNNIS: I control everything in this hotel.

ANDRA: (Realizing she blew it) Oh.

GLYNNIS: Every guest is my personal responsibility, particularly the rich ones. Do
you understand?

ANDRA: I think so.

GLYNNIS: Now come with me please.

(A loud scream is heard from offstage right)

ANDRA: God, what was that?

GLYNNIS: Good Lord!

JERRY: It’s Mrs. Hutton! I think it’s Mrs. Hutton!

(Mrs. Hutton enters calmly from right)

HUTTON: It is so pleasant on the balcony this time of day. The gardeners are all
so busy down below. Isn’t it romantic? Why, Glynnis, Mrs. Glynnis
Clarke. What brings you here?  (Glynnis begins to speak but -) That
yacht you arranged for yesterday was lovely, simply lovely, but next
month when we do it all again, do you think you could arrange for one
from someone else, somewhere else, somehow else (laughs lightly)
here in Victoria, to have a larger one? It was too, too crowded on the
rear deck with the drinks and chefs and all. Do you think you could
arrange that for me my dear? That’s a good dear, you will remember
won’t you? You are the Empress; you know that, my dear. You are the
Empress.

GLYNNIS: (Humble) No, Mrs. Hutton. You and our other guests are what make
the Empress what she is.

ANDRA: For God’s sake! What’s going on here? (To Mrs. Hutton) Are you all
right?

HUTTON: I’m fine, dear. Should something be the matter? (Sudden paranoia)
Should I be expecting something to happen soon? Something unusual,
out of the ordinary? Before tomorrow perhaps? Oh my word.
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JERRY: No, Mrs. Hutton, but the scream. The scream? We thought it sounded
like - -

HUTTON: (Calm) Like murder, Gerald? Like a murder? No, no, no. No such
incident. Any more questions?

GLYNNIS: (Puzzled) Would you like to have me send someone up Mrs. Hutton?

HUTTON: (Nervously) Well, if you can find Christine. If you can find Christine.
(Then sternly) I have been preparing the nicest celebration in honor of
her pending departure. I hope she hasn’t left prematurely.

GLYNNIS: (Puzzled, slightly apologetic)  (Looks at Andra) All right, I’ll see if I can
find Christine. Perhaps you can introduce me?

(Andra nods)

HUTTON: Go ahead, Mrs. Clarke, carry on, you too, Gerald. Find Christine....

GLYNNIS: Would you like a sedative or your doctor perhaps, Mrs. Hutton?

HUTTON: Don’t patronize me, Glynnis. Mrs. Glynnis Clarke. I am upset, that’s all.
These young people surprised me. My veil was down, that’s all. It
made me want to scream. So I did. The gardeners didn’t know what to
think, poor dears.

JERRY: (Controlling his anger) Well, if you will excuse us then, Mrs. Hutton.

HUTTON: Oh, of course, Gerald, go, go. You too Glynnis, Mrs. Glynnis Clarke,
go.

ANDRA: (Kindly) Goodbye, Mrs. Hutton. It’s been a pleasure.

HUTTON: Oh, are you going too, Andra? I thought perhaps you would like a cup
of tea. (Shoos Jerry and Glynnis) Go, go now, don’t keep us waiting,
go.

(Jerry and Glynnis hesitantly start to go. Andra nods at Jerry
to go, they go. Glynnis has no choice)

(Pause)

(Andra and Mrs. Hutton alone)

ANDRA: May I sit down?
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HUTTON: What?

ANDRA: May I sit down?

HUTTON: Well, if you do, there will be no one left standing.

ANDRA: What?

HUTTON: There won’t be anyone left on their feet (laughs) so to speak, will
there? And if you are going to be serving me tea, there is no reason to
sit down is there?

(Pause)

ANDRA: (Decides to play along) Well, no. I guess the kitchen or whatever you
call it is over that way? (Mrs. Hutton nods) Good guess, eh? Well, if
you’ll excuse me, Mrs. Hutton, I’ll get your tea.

HUTTON: Oh, thank you Andra. What a brilliant idea. I could use some tea. Oh,
and Andra, call me Christine, please, won’t you? You may call me
Christine.

(Pause)

Act One Scene 2

It is two hours later, the lights are dim as in the
beginning. Andra is on the floor unconscious;
her teacup is in her hand but spilled. She has
added to her costume a white maid’s apron and
a bow. She comes to and holds her head, tries
to focus her eyes...

ANDRA: Oh wow! (Sluggishly she goes toward the kitchen left) Some tea! (exit)

(Silence)

(The Maid appears from a different entrance also from stage
left carrying a cup and the letter opener. She switches the cup
with the one by Mrs. Hutton’s chair. She takes a letter from a
drawer, opens the envelope but does not take the letter out
and moves silently quickly across the parlor and out. She
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leaves the letter opener on an end table as she goes, never
pausing or facing the audience)

ANDRA: (Offstage left) (Slurring her words) Mrs. Hutton? Mrs. Hutton? Is that
you? Where are you? (Andra enters from left, she has water in her
cup, sits centre sofa and drinks) Ah, water. (Holds her head) Wow!!
What a kick. (Goes to the teapot, sniffs) Earl Grey. (Swoons, holds her
head) Oh, wow! (sits in chair) The ambiance is right, and the plot is
thickening, but something is wrong. Something is wrong with one of the
characters. Where is she? The lighting is a little hazy too. (Blinks) My
eye lashes are a little hazy. (Looks into cup, it dawns on her, she talks
to the cup) I’ve been drugged. I think. What do you think? She doesn’t
know. Oh my head.

(Someone enters sliding silently along the floor to behind the
sofa, we can’t see who)

(Calls over her shoulder nervously) Mrs. Hutton? Is that you? (Looks
into teacup, talks to it again) Some maid I turned out to be. Maybe
that’s why maids never drink with their mistresses, they live longer.
(Sobering up a bit) What’s that? Is someone there? Jerry, are you
back?

(Silence)

(She holds her stomach in pain) I never liked Victoria anyway. (She
lets herself down onto the sofa to stretch out, she hears a noise, she
pulls herself back up, frightened) All right! Who is that!?

(Andra looks for a way out, starts to rush out as best she can
holding her stomach, not fully sober. A pair of hands grab at
her from behind the sofa and she dodges them but loses her
balance and falls; she tries to drag herself away but a hand
reaches along the floor and grabs her ankle.)

ANDRA: No, no let go, let go, let go. (Tries to kick free) Mrs. Hutton! Why it’s
you! Let go! You monster!

HUTTON: (Faintly) Help me, help me.

(ANDRA frees herself, rushes to the light, turns it on and
stands there breathing heavily watching Mrs. Hutton intently.
MRS. HUTTON pulls herself up onto the back of the
chesterfield.)

HUTTON: I’ve been poisoned. I’ve been poisoned.
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ANDRA: I don’t know what’s going on here, Mrs. Hutton, but you better be
careful.

HUTTON: Help me.

ANDRA: Help yourself.

HUTTON: (Focusing better now) It was the tea. I was going to the lavatory when I
suddenly couldn’t see. I fell.

ANDRA: You’ll be all right. What did you put in that tea?

HUTTON: (Puzzled) You drank the tea too? But you served the tea.

ANDRA: Right, I served the tea; I drank the tea. Who drugged me?!

HUTTON: (Confused) But we only just met.

ANDRA: (Accusingly) We knew each other well enough to get stoned together.
(Andra moves closer)

HUTTON: Don’t leave me. Don’t leave me. We were having such a nice
conversation. (She starts to straighten up her clothes)

ANDRA: (Dazed) We were? Oh, before the tea. The more I sober up the more I
distrust you. I get the feeling that I shouldn’t be here.

HUTTON: (Suddenly pulls herself up) You poisoned me! You served the tea!

ANDRA: Now, wait a minute, Christine!

HUTTON: How dare you address me in so familiar a tone, you wretch. You
remember your role.

ANDRA: My role! My role was to serve you tea at your command, was it? And
then to drug myself? (Removes apron and bow, throws them to the
floor) That’s pretty wacko, Mrs. Hutton. Pretty wacko! You are a mere
curiosity to me, Mrs. Hutton, Christine Hutton, a mere curiosity – just
like this room – or I wouldn’t be bothering with you at all. (Looks at her
watch) Oh, my God, it’s 6:10. We’ve been laid out here for over two
hours. I am a director, and this tour’s company manager, not just an
actress. I have things to do, important things, before tonight’s
performance. Good God, why am I bothering talking to you at all? (She
starts out)
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HUTTON: Someone is trying to kill me.

(Andra stops, with her back to Mrs. Hutton, listens.)
(Pause)

HUTTON: Would you like some tea, Andra? (Pause) I made it myself. (She
begins to pour a cup of tea from the same pot) No? Well, then, I guess
I will have a cup by myself.

(Mrs. Hutton starts to sip it; Andra slowly turns around during
the silence to see what Mrs. Hutton is doing, then when she
realizes what, she rushes to her and knocks the cup from her
hand to save her.)

ANDRA: You’re nuts!

HUTTON: (Soaking up the spilled tea with a serviette) A little curious perhaps, but
not crazy. (Looks at the cup) I think you cracked my china.

(Pause)

ANDRA: I am not sure anymore what game you are playing, Mrs. Hutton, but I
am going to get to the bottom of it, and then I am going to beat you at
it.

HUTTON: In that case perhaps you should make us a pot of fresh tea. On the
other hand, I think I am a little off tea for the moment. Perhaps a coke.

ANDRA: (Shakes her head ‘no’) (Pause) Bad for your guts – your grace.

HUTTON: (Meaning the line) Excellent! (Laughs appreciatively)

ANDRA: Shouldn’t we phone the police?

HUTTON: I already have.

ANDRA: What? When?

HUTTON: Well, not really. Well, almost. I rang for them. It’s almost the same
thing.

ANDRA: Where’s the phone?

HUTTON: The telephone?

ANDRA: Yeah, the phone.
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HUTTON: There is none.

ANDRA: Figures. (Pause) When did you ring for the police?

HUTTON: Just before I crawled back in here. It was on the way. (Reenacts it sort
of without getting on the floor) I just raised up my arm like this as I was
passing under the bell pull and gave it a little tug.

ANDRA: (To herself) Why me?

HUTTON: I hope they don’t break everything when they get here. They are such
indelicate creatures.

ANDRA: Who is trying to kill you?

HUTTON: How would I know?

ANDRA: I mean are you serious? Is someone really trying to kill you?

HUTTON: If I knew who it was, Andra, I wouldn’t be concerned. I would simply
have them killed.

ANDRA: God, you really are crazy. (Starts to go)

HUTTON: If you leave, I will tell the police you drugged me.

ANDRA: (Keeps going) You’ll tell them that anyway. (Turns back to her) And I’ll
tell them you drugged me.

HUTTON: Whom will they believe?

ANDRA: Me of course. I am an artist, a transient and a bum. They will believe
me. (She goes).

(Mrs. Hutton alone hums contentedly though
slightly dissonant, as she straightens up the tea
things.)

(Andra reappears at back centre entrance)

ANDRA: What are you doing, Mrs. Hutton?

(Mrs. Hutton, surprised, pretends not to have
been clearing the tea)
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ANDRA: (Acting) I like the game, your grace. (She curtsies and puts on the
apron and bow) Let me clean up, it’s not right that you should be doing
it mum. (As herself) Besides, someone is coming up the stairs to this
floor, I heard them whispering on the landing. We’re trapped.

HUTTON: (Nervously) What? Why the landing? Why not the elevator?

ANDRA: (Acting) It’s all right, mum, I’ll do it, no bother. (Crosses to tea, clears)
What’s this then, (Pokes her finger on the saucer) a spot of poison?
My, my, mum. I’ve warned you about that then now haven’t I?

HUTTON: (Calm) You do that very well.

ANDRA: I’ve trained, mum. (As herself) Besides, I wouldn’t want to miss the
expression on your face when you tell them your stand-in maid
drugged you.

HUTTON: Most certainly; and you wouldn’t want them to have to go looking for
you after you had left the scene of the crime, would you, my dear?

ANDRA: Something like that.

HUTTON: You understand the seriousness of this?

ANDRA: I think so. We were drugged, or one of us was.

HUTTON: (Glares) One of us was.

ANDRA: It’s easy enough to test.

HUTTON: I will submit to nothing of the sort.

ANDRA: (Smiles) Suit yourself.

HUTTON: Who is coming?

ANDRA: (Acting) Can’t say, mum, they were all secretive like. I wouldn’t want to
spoil it for them, now, you know.

(Sound: A timid knock is hear at door off)

ANDRA: Shall we get it mum?

HUTTON: I really don’t know if I am up to this.
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(Phillip Randolphe appears in the archway
back centre, dressed as a porter, badly fitted)

HUTTON: Who let you in?

PHIL: The door.

HUTTON: Really. That is most interesting. (To Andra) Is this your secret police?

ANDRA: (Shrugs) Maybe.

PHIL: The door was ajar, Miss. I didn’t expect t find you this way.

HUTTON: How would you rather find us?

PHIL: (Dumbly) On the floor, Miss.

(Pause)

HUTTON: Really. (She looks at Andra. Andra shrugs)

PHIL: Ms. Clarke said you were all - -

HUTTON: Mrs. Clarke, Mrs. Glynnis Clarke.

PHIL: No, Miss, Ms. Clarke. She’s not married.

HUTTON: Of course she is.

PHIL: No, Miss, honest, would I kid you? She just calls herself Mrs. to make
things simpler, you know, the same as you Miss Hutton.

HUTTON: What impertinence. You must belong to a union. Don’t I even get a
Ms.?

PHIL: If ya like. You must be Andra Thompson.

ANDRA: Cheez, I don’t even get a title, I just get Andra.

PHIL: Sorry, didn’t mean nothing.

HUTTON: What is the meaning of your presence?

PHIL: My what, Miss?

HUTTON: What are you doing here?
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PHIL: Oh, sorry, Miss. I am the new assistant porter.

HUTTON: Are you? That explains very little.

PHIL: I was sent up to keep an eye on things.

HUTTON: Were you?

PHIL: You folks were all over the floor, and Ms. Clarke thought someone
should come up until the others came. You. Where’s Jerry
Hammerton? Have you seen him? He disappeared she said.

ANDRA: Hamilton.

PHIL: Oh, it’s not Hammerton? I thought she said Hammerton, that’s funny.
Anyhow, that was a long time ago.

HUTTON: You mean to tell me that Mrs. Clarke, Mrs. Glynnis Clarke, was here
and left me lying stretched out on my hallway floor?

PHIL: It’s Ms.

ANDRA: You mean Jerry was here and left?

PHIL: I don’t know. Ms. Clarke phoned for a doctor and the police.

HUTTON: The what?

ANDRA: Well someone should.

HUTTON: Oh, that’s right.

PHIL: Are you folks all right?

HUTTON: (Angry, crosses, gets a cigarette holder and eats it) Not very.

PHIL: You oughn’t do that, Miss, bad for your health.

HUTTON: On the contrary, it is very good for my health.

PHIL: Whatever you say, Miss. Still, your teeth - -

HUTTON: Shut up

PHIL: Yes, Miss.
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HUTTON: Andra, I cannot take this; would you please drug me again?

PHIL: Oh, did she drug you?

HUTTON: Yes.

ANDRA: No.

PHIL: (Points to Andra) Then who drugged her then?

ANDRA: She did.

HUTTON: No.

PHIL: I see.

HUTTON: Who are you?!

PHIL: I told you, I’m the new assistant porter.

HUTTON: I do not believe Glynnis would do this to me.

PHIL: Nobody else was around. Ms. Clarke was very upset. She poked me
and said get up there right away, so I came. I didn’t even bring my key.

HUTTON: You have a key to my suite?

PHIL: Of course, don’t you?

HUTTON: (Sits) I don’t believe this.

ANDRA: He reminds me of my phys. ed. instructor in high school.

HUTTON: What?

ANDRA: It’s not important

PHIL: Excuse me Miss, I didn’t expect you to be up, you know, off the floor;
and I rushed right up here - - they didn’t let me stop for nothin’ - - if you
know what I mean. So I was wondering if, ah, this is a little awkward
but there aren’t any public ones or staff ones ah, you know, on this
floor, you know; so do you think I could?

HUTTON: Oh, my word! Use the maid’s – it’s through there. Go, go.
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PHIL: Thanks, Miss. (Goes left, same way Jerry went. Turns back) It’s been a
privilege and an honor, believe me. (Exit)

(Pause)

ANDRA: You’re shaking, mum.

HUTTON: You, young lady, may go climb a tree. You abuse me. If that is the
Canadian Secret Service you prepared me for, I am grievously
disappointed.

ANDRA: (Laughs) I had no idea, really. That isn’t who I heard on the stairs.

HUTTON: What?

ANDRA: That’s all I am saying.

HUTTON: You –

ANDRA: Careful.

(Jerry is propelled from off left onto the stage,
falls to his knees and gets up, turns around ready to
smash his opponent)

ANDRA: Jerry!

HUTTON: Good Lord!

(Phil enters from left after Jerry)

PHIL: I caught him sniffing about in there Miss. He had this (A brooch) in his
hand. (Proudly) Good thing I came up I would say.

JERRY: (Shows his unbandaged hand) He cut me with it. Look at that. You
creep. I knocked it off the shelf. I was picking it up.

PHIL: Ah-huh.

JERRY: I was having trouble finding my way back through the maze back there.
(Rubs his head) I’ve been hurt. God, things are bad enough.

HUTTON: Where did you get that brooch?

PHIL: He was in some fancy bedroom.
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HUTTON: Next to the room – you were using? (He nods “yes”) That was the
maid’s room.

PHIL: Fancy that.

HUTTON: That is my brooch, however, very expensive. That little imp, Christine,
must have borrowed it again. I’ll have to have another talk with her.

JERRY: (To Phil) Look you - -

ANDRA: It’s okay, Jerry. He’s a new man, he works here.

JERRY: Andra, you’re all right. You guys look awful. A minute ago you were
(Looks at his watch) God that was over an hour ago - - you were
unconscious. We weren’t having any luck finding Christine. I lost track
of Mrs. Clark somewhere around Miniature World, and came back up
here to find...I (Trying to remember, slowly at first) I found you on the
floor. I was so upset. I ran to the sink in there or there. I ran to the sink,
grabbed a glass, filled it. I ran from the sink, spilled most of the water
on the tile. I ran back to the sink, filled the glass again, then back along
the same path from the sink, stepped in the water, slipped and fell. I’m
lucky I’m alive. (Pause) Oh, I forgot your water.

(Pause)

HUTTON: Really.

ANDRA: Really?

PHIL: I bet.

JERRY: Look at this bump.

HUTTON: I’d rather not.

ANDRA: (Looks, first with sympathy) Oh, Jerry. (Then)  That’s not so bad.

JERRY: Thanks.

PHIL: Let me look at it. (Takes his head in his hands)

JERRY: Ouch!

PHIL: (As he looks at Jerry’s head) And that teapot over there is probably full
of drugs, right? Eh? (Then to everybody) Why don’t you folks relax until
the doctor gets here. Does anyone want to lay down?
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ANDRA: I’m all right now.

JERRY: No.

HUTTON: You mean until the police arrive, don’t you?

PHIL: Well, didn’t want to alarm you, Miss.

HUTTON: My name is Mrs. Hutton. You may address me as such. I was drugged.
You walk into my home unannounced. You suggest these people lie
down if they so desire. You use poor grammar. And you expect me not
to be alarmed? Well, I am alarmed, sir. I am alarmed! Who do you
think you are? And where is my maid; she is at the bottom of all this.
Where’s Christine? The impertinent little imp.

PHIL: I don’t know.

JERRY: I searched the upstairs floors for her myself.

PHIL: I bet.

JERRY: And there’s nothing up here except the original 19-0-something
furniture and paintings, exposed electrical wiring and Mrs. Hutton.

HUTTON: (Unabashed) Did you look in the conservatory downstairs? Christine
loves to spy on people from behind the large potted palms down there.
I am not at all sure why.

ANDRA: Isn’t that interesting, Jerry. We are lying here blown out all over the
floor, and you are taking the grand tour.

JERRY: (Points to his bump angrily) I really enjoyed the tour, Andra!

HUTTON: It is Christine that is behind all of this. I shall have her shot.

PHIL: (At this point Phil stops playing the assistant porter and starts behaving
like himself) What was that, Mrs. Hutton?

HUTTON: No, not shot, guillotined.

PHIL: That won’t be necessary Mrs. Hutton. (Pause) Look, I’m really not a
porter.

ANDRA: No kidding.
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HUTTON: (To Andra) You knew all the time.

PHIL: My name is Phillip Randolphe. I’m a detective, the police. It is
necessary that I - -

HUTTON: Let me see your identification, young man.

PHIL: What? Don’t call me that.

HUTTON: Let’s have it. (He shows it, she takes it, gives it back) They are perfect.
Your attire leaves something to be desired, however. It is about time
someone started doing something about the danger I am in.

PHIL: Ms. Clarke was very concerned. Now, what about this bad tea?

ANDRA: (Simultaneously with Mrs. Hutton) She asked me to serve the tea.

HUTTON: She poured the tea.

ANDRA: She asked me to pretend to be the maid.

HUTTON: She pretended very well.

(Phil looks to Jerry)

JERRY: It wasn’t me! I was unconscious in the hall, remember?

PHIL: Ah-huh, water, water everywhere. I remember. Where’s this new
mysterious maid of yours Mrs. Hutton?

HUTTON: Christine. She is not new. In fact she has been around too long. Bad
tea, indeed! I’m terminating her as soon as I can find her. I am hungry.
(To Andra) Get my stole, dear, will you please? I certainly do not wish
to remain here all evening discussing illegal drugs.

(Pause)

PHIL: Go ahead, get it.

ANDRA: What?!

PHIL: Go ahead and get it, but take her with you! (They are puzzled) So you
can keep an eye on each other, and don’t gargle while you’re out
there. After the doctor sees you both, you can go.

ANDRA: (Meaning the testing by the doctor for both) Ah-ha! Told you.
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(Mrs. Hutton makes a face at her)

PHIL: Ladies, please.

HUTTON: She started it.

PHIL: (Sighs) One more thing. You guys got a show to do tonight, right?

ANDRA: Yes.

PHIL: Are you going to go see that show, Mrs. Hutton?

HUTTON: (Thinks) Yes. I wouldn’t miss “Improvisation of a Murder” for all the
money in the world. Not now.

PHIL: Good. That’ll give me time. I gotta check on a few things. I’m short-
staffed tonight. Stick together for now - - you’ll be safer. I’ll meet you
back here sometime after the show, what do you say?

HUTTON: “What do I say?” Good Lord.

ANDRA: Do we have any choice?

PHIL: No, unless you want to go down to the station now. (Incredulously) Are
you really accusing each other of doing this?

(Pause)

ANDRA: Maybe.

HUTTON: Perhaps.

PHIL: (Sighs) That’s what I thought.

JERRY: Excuse me, sir, but do we really all have to come back here?

PHIL: That’s a stupid question.

HUTTON: Don’t worry, Gerald, I have already thought of some interesting games
we can play while we wait for the inspector after the show.

JERRY: Oh God.

HUTTON: (To Andra) But first my stole, my stole, child.
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ANDRA: (Looks at Phil, he motions go ahead, then) Certainly, Mum, the one in
your bedroom closet?

JERRY: Andra!

HUTTON: Yes, of course. Where else would it be?

ANDRA: Good guess eh, Mum?

HUTTON: Indeed. (Andra goes right, Mrs. Hutton sighs and follows) She will
never select the right one if I don’t direct her every move.

(Phil puts a sample out of the teapot into a small
narrow lab bottle, smells the two cups, takes one
cup with him – also checks mantle and letter opener
during the following)

JERRY: Excuse me – ah –

PHIL: (Distracted) Phil Randolphe, Inspector Phil Randolphe. What can I do
for you?

JERRY: You have to understand something.

PHIL: (As he works) What do you take me for? Andra’s an actress. So is Mrs.
Hutton for that matter. You think I  don’t know what’s going on here?
(Looks at his watch, checks around the room)

JERRY: (Watching him) Do you work for the hotel?

PHIL: Are you kidding? Who needs it? I’m city – ex RCMP. I took a step
down to move to Victoria because I liked it here. (Leaves, pops head
back in) Oh, you can go ahead and clean up the tea now. I’m done
with it. Tell them the doctor should be right up. Have a good show.

(Jerry, perplexed, decides to clear up regardless,
goes off left...)

End of Act One

Act Two

(It is 10:30 later that evening, Andra is wearing
Mrs. Hutton’s stole and one of her gowns. She
flicks the light on with the letter opener)
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(Mrs. Hutton follows very soon after with a
reluctant Jerry behind her)

HUTTON: I can’t tell you enough my dears how much I enjoyed “Improvisation of
a Murder”. Although I do wish they would do something about those
tacky chandeliers in the ballroom. Now, you’re sure $400 is enough to
reenact our tea scene, no it’s not, here is another $600.

ANDRA: (Puts it in her top, changes her mind, gives $ to Jerry, returns her 1/2
in her cleavage, JERRY resignedly takes it) That’s more than enough
Mrs. Hutton. Thank you. Now you are sure you want to play Jerry
yourself?

HUTTON: (Confidently) Absolutely. I wouldn’t miss it for all the money in China.
(Tweaks Jerry’s cheek, Jerry tries to stand it)

ANDRA: Okay, you’re Jerry. I’ll be you, and Jerry will be me. Oh, and Mrs.
Hutton, don’t worry, you’re safe as long as we are here. (Mrs. Hutton
goes off right)

JERRY: (Whispers) How can you trust her?

ANDRA: Shh. I don’t – that’s what so exciting. $1000 is okay too. (Loudly while
holding the stole out to him) Hang that up for me like a good dear
Andra. Thank you. (She points off left)

JERRY: (Whispers) You’re playing with fire.

ANDRA: (Whispers) You should talk. (Loudly) Andra, hang this up!

JERRY: (Whispers) No.

ANDRA: (Whispers) Look, the doctor said we were both drugged. Her too. So.

JERRY: So! What the hell are we doing here?!

ANDRA: Living (Waves the money in front of him).

JERRY: (Takes stole) I hope. (Drops it over the back of sofa)

ANDRA: There are other reasons you’re staying too, Jerry, don’t be coy with
me.

JERRY: Now, why would I try to deceive you, Andra? (Pantomimes tea tray)
Your tea, Mum?
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ANDRA: (Caught off guard momentarily) ...How lovely, how simply lovely. I
adore Earl Grey. It’s so provincial. (Hands him apron) Get dressed.
How dare you serve me out of uniform.

JERRY: Here. (Passes her the imaginary tea tray, takes the real apron. She
disgustedly pretends to immediately get rid of the tea tray, and as he
ties the apron on - -) Some things are just asking a lady to do too
much, Mum. (ANDRA offers him the bow, he brushes it aside) That
bow won’t look good at all in my hair.

ANDRA: (Waves money in his face) But it is worth it, don’t you agree, Gerald?

JERRY: (Puts bow in his hair) Well, we all have to make some sacrifices, Mum.
Your tea, Mum? I hope it’s not too strong.

ANDRA: And whom might that be for?

JERRY: That tea is for me – Christine.

ANDRA: (Imitating end of scene 1) I am Christine. I am Christine. (Friendly) And
you may address me as such.

JERRY: Then I am Andra and this tea is for me. You invited me to tea.

ANDRA: To serve the tea.

JERRY: You are becoming dopey.

ANDRA: Already? (Suddenly distant) How vulgar... “Dopey”.

JERRY: I think I’ll sit down now and join you. (Sits)

ANDRA: (Stands, speaking slowly) How dare you? I am going to the powder
room, and, well, I’m going.

JERRY: I’m feeling very sleepy.

ANDRA: (Tripping her way to the hall and off right) I don’t seem to be totally in
control. (Falls to floor off right).

JERRY: (Drinking tea and acting dopey, to himself) Am I me, or am I who I think
I am? Or am I who she thinks I am? (Over his shoulder off right) Or
who do you think I am? Are you watching me now? I wonder. When I
watch you, Mrs. H. when I watch you pulling your bell cord to summon
someone and I see your will transformed into communication going
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through that cord, and I see how quickly people respond to that pull, I
wonder who I am.

(Jerry passes out on to the floor in a similar
position as Andra was at the beginning of scene
Two, teacup still in hand, spilled)

(Mrs. Hutton, pretending to be Jerry, enters up
center; she does not knock, just pokes her head
in.)

HUTTON: Now? (She scans the room, disappears, comes back in imitating
Jerry’s walk) I knocked but no one, well I didn’t knock, the door was
ajar, no it wasn’t, it doesn’t matter. (She pretends to look at a wrist
watch which she isn’t wearing, but decides Jerry didn’t do that -) No,
that was Andra. (Exits, re-enters) Andra? Mrs. Hutton? No one
answered so I came in. We couldn’t find - - hey, where is everybody?
God, look at this place, what a rat’s nest. The Old Lady Hermit Who
Walked the West and Her Antiques Five. International Corporate
Beans (As she snoops around) What’s this, candy cigarettes? Never
touch ‘em. Soy bean cigarette holder – perverse. Thinks she’s cute.
Oh, this is pretty, what’s this? (She tries to put a little decoration in her
pocket but has no pocket, she eventually drops it down her front)
There, they’ll never miss it. Objects are just things to these people.
(Picks up something else) Ugly. (Puts it back) This acting scam is good
cover for my real activities too. (Jerry stirs protestingly) I think Thou
dost protest too much. (Quickly grabs something else, stuffs it down
her front, runs around the end of the sofa and pretends to see Jerry for
the first time) Oh, my God Andra! Oh, what’s happened (Listens to his
chest) Thank God! (Whispers) Don’t be taken in by Andra, Jerry, she’s
not doing it for the money.

JERRY: Wha—

HUTTON: (She pounds his chest, like trying to restart a heart) Shut up. You’re
unconscious...Mrs. Hutton? I bet she did this. (Runs to a couple of
exits) Mrs. Hutton? Mrs. Hutton! (Sees ANDRA on the floor of the third
exit tried) Oh my word! I mean, Oh my God! Mrs. Hutton, too? (Dashes
left and off) Water I’ll get some water. Water. (Crash offstage) Shit...
ouch. What the hell is that there for? Around here, and – where am I?
There it is. (Fades off) Whooo! (Crash again)

(Silence)

JERRY: (Props himself up) I didn’t take a damn thing out of this room. (Then as
Andra) ...Oh, well, it’s a living. (Lies back down and dopily pulls himself
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up this time) Oh wow! Oh wow! (Looks into his cup) Some tea! (Looks
at his watch) Wow, I must have been sprawled out here for the past
two hours. (Looks into the cup again, talks to it) This being a maid is
hard work. (Grabs his head) Oh wow! (Looks into pot) Earl Gray. Oh
wow!

(Exits off left, staggering)

(Sound: Knocking)

(Mrs. Glynnis Clarke enters carefully into
an empty parlor)

GLYNNIS: The door was left ajar. You should be more careful. (Sees there is no
one there) Is there anyone here? (To herself) Where are those two?
Mrs. Hutton? Was that you I heard? Mrs. Hutton!

(Andra enters from right crawling along the floor
on her belly --)

GLYNNIS: What in the world are you doing?

ANDRA: Crawling along the floor. Now, buzz off, you’re spoiling the scene.

GLYNNIS: I think I prefer your death scene downstairs.

ANDRA: I’m glad you liked the performance.

GLYNNIS: I didn’t say I like it; I said I preferred you dead. You must be very proud
of yourself, for someone who takes money for behaving pretentiously.

ANDRA: When I act it is real. What I do in real life is pretentious.

GLYNNIS: Is Mrs. Hutton here? This is disgraceful...Must you lie there on your
belly when you are talking to me? Does Mrs. Hutton know about this?

ANDRA: (Smiles from the floor) I am Mrs. Hutton, my dear.

GLYNNIS: Good God! That does it. I am canceling the rest of your performances
here.

ANDRA: (Angry) Mrs. Hutton won’t like that.

GLYNNIS: I don’t care!

(Glynnis goes off right looking for Mrs. Hutton)
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ANDRA: (Rises) Jerry! Jerry, proceed. She’s gone, for the moment. Jerry?
Jerry? (She goes to where he exited, he is not there) Jerry? Jerry?

(Andra disappears left)

(Phillip enters, no longer as the assistant porter but
in a good looking casual suit; quickly places the
teacup he has brought back on the mantle)

PHIL: (Urgently) I’ve waited long enough, Mrs. Clarke. I don’t need to be
announced – where is everybody? I’m sure I heard noises. Damn
actors! This is no time to play hide and seek. (He decides to look off
right) Mrs. Clarke? (Fades off) Mrs. Clarke? This place just swallows
people up. Mrs. Hutton? Mrs. Clarke?

(The stage is empty)

(A door slams back center)

(Unintelligible whispering near left, somewhere
nearby in halls)

(A loud crash far left)

(Lights out)

ANDRA: (Off stage, distant) Jerry!

PHIL: (Off stage back center, distant) Oh God!

GLYNNIS: (Off stage under her breath nearby) This is a disgusting prank.

(Someone crosses from left to right across the parlor
in the dark)

ANDRA: (Off stage nearby back center) (Whispers loudly) Jerry?

PHIL: (Off in the hall left nearby) Who is that?! Stop!

(A door slams...)

(We hear running off left, then running off right – several
things are bumped or knocked down in the halls nearby.)

(Lights come on)
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(Andra is posed seated in Mrs. Hutton’s chair.
She has Mrs. Hutton’s stole on and has a soy bean
cigarette holder and candy cigarette in her mouth...)

(Phil enters from left with his gun drawn)

PHIL: I see you like Mrs. Hutton’s life style.

ANDRA: (Startled, snaps the cigarette holder in her hand and teeth nervously –)
It’s okay, it’s only soy beans.

PHIL: Her dress, her stole. Don’t move.

ANDRA: I’m not.

PHIL: Where is everybody?

ANDRA: I only just got back myself.

PHIL: Don’t be smart.

ANDRA: I wasn’t. (Thinks) It just comes naturally.

PHIL: Well, that Jerry character is here isn’t he? (Hears something) What’s
that?

(Phil steps back up against the wall by the door
left.)

(Jerry comes rushing in, breathless and doesn’t
see Phil)

JERRY: What happened to the lights? (Then, meaning the cigarette holder)
Very funny, Andra, there’s no time for that now, let’s get out of here.

ANDRA: Jerry, we have an audience.

JERRY: (Still not seeing Phil) I don’t care about her; it’s too spooky around
here. We got the money, let’s go.

PHIL: (His gun still out) Sit down.

JERRY: Oh, wow! (Nervously to Andra) Is that legal? Can he do that? (Sits)

PHIL: (Puts the gun away) You look pretty stupid in that apron.
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JERRY: Oh, God. (Takes it off)

ANDRA: (Points to his bow on his collar) And that.

JERRY: Oh, God. (Removes it)

PHIL: You two could be in a lot of trouble.

ANDRA: She paid us to replay the tea-drug scene. We’ve been watching out for
her, honest. She’s here somewhere. Isn’t she? Quit looking at me like
that. She played Jerry’s part herself. I wore this gown all evening. She
gave it to me to go to our performance. (Indicates the stole and
cigarette holder) These are just props. Just props – that’s all. It’s all an
illusion.

PHIL: Nothing’s real, eh? I’ve heard that one before. Down at the station.

JERRY: We’re actors; she wanted to be one too. I mean.

PHIL: Where is she?

ANDRA: Here! Somewhere here!

PHIL: Where’s Mrs. Clark?

ANDRA: I – I don’t know. Here. Somewhere here too I guess.

PHIL: Oh, is she part of the illusion? I don’t see her.

JERRY: Well, I didn’t see her either.

ANDRA: (Angry) You were right over there, stage left, I mean at that door,
hiding there when she came in. Then you left me to handle it all by
myself, you creep.

JERRY: I had to go to the bathroom.

ANDRA: In the middle of a scene. I still had to grab your ankles and everything
– from behind the sofa -

PHIL: Quiet! Quiet!  Don’t say anything. Listen.

(Phil gingerly moves to the door right; as he gets there Mrs.
Clarke falls through the door as in a faint. He almost catches
her – quickly he leans over her and checks the entrance both
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directions, then checks her pulse. Glynnis is wearing Mrs.
Hutton’s Sable)

GLYNNIS: I’m going to be sick.

PHIL: Quick help me get her to the can.

ANDRA: (Jumps up) I’ll get a basin.

GLYNNIS: Never mind, it wasn’t anything. I swallowed it.

JERRY: You what? Oh God. Good grief, yuck.

GLYNNIS: She’s dead. Oh my God, she’s dead.

ANDRA: What?

PHIL: Who?

GLYNNIS: (Close to hysteria, trying to remain logical) I looked everywhere for her,
her library, her sitting room, every corner of every hall, the balconies.
The lights went out. That didn’t frighten me, they often do up here. The
lights came on – I checked her room, her closet; I couldn’t resist
putting on the sable. I went into the bathroom, to check my makeup – I
looked into the mirror and there she was, fully dressed face down in
the bathtub. I screamed but nothing came out, and then I got sick and
had to lean over and vomit. It was very difficult in the sable.

PHIL: You saw Mrs. Hutton dead in her bathtub?

GLYNNIS: Fully clothed.

JERRY: Oh my God. Now what are we going to do?

PHIL: You will remain here until I say otherwise. Mrs. Clarke, do you feel
good enough to stand? (She nods) Good. Do you feel good enough to
show me just which one of those halls leads to Mrs. Hutton’s room?

GLYNNIS: Yes.

PHIL: You guys wait here.

ANDRA: Right, chief.

JERRY: Andra!
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ANDRA: Sorry.

PHIL: I’ll just be a minute, is that clear?

JERRY: Yes.

ANDRA: Perfectly. ( To Jerry) Sorry.

GLYNNIS: It is this way. Oh my God. Oh my God.

PHIL: Right. Let me take you arm. There. (They go off right)

(Jerry and Andra alone)

JERRY: You ass.

ANDRA: Hey, hey, I didn’t do anything.

JERRY: What are we going to do?

ANDRA: Nothing.

JERRY: What?

ANDRA: Well, what are we supposed to do? The poor old lady’s dead. We’ll do
our best to cooperate, give whatever help we can, and get out of town
as fast as we can I guess.

JERRY: (Worried) Yeah, I guess you’re right. There’s nothing to worry about.
What about “Improvisation of a Murder”, I mean, our show?

ANDRA: That Glynnis bitch already cancelled the rest of our performances.
Hey, I wonder - -

JERRY: Terrific. You asked for it.

ANDRA: Oh, well maybe she wanted us out of the way. You liked her though,
didn’t you? I saw you looking her over.

JERRY: (Ignoring her) (Thinking back) I never wanted to rehearse in here in the
first place. You and your creepy opportunism.

ANDRA: Give me a break. It was just a game.

JERRY: A game? You got drugged! Or did you? I’m getting out of here.
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ANDRA: That would be really stupid. Jerry. What do you have to hide anyway?
(Looks at him, worried) Jerry?

JERRY: (Sits, unconvincingly collected) Oh nothing.

ANDRA: (Disbelievingly) Ah-huh. Now I am really curious as to why that maid
brought us here. You know, the one you liked. You didn’t know her
before, Jerry, did you?

JERRY: Cut it out! You’re ridiculous. You get a bug in your head, a fantasy, and
you try to distort it into some kind of reality. You make me sick with
your excuses for invading some poor old lady’s privacy. Then without
any consideration for anyone else you –

ANDRA: She was a theatrical curiosity, that’s all!

JERRY: You let yourself slip into dangerous situations because you are so
arrogant you think you can handle anything. You’ll get yourself killed
next!

ANDRA: You should talk. “Dangerous situations” – I stayed because I liked her.

JERRY: You smelled money.

ANDRA: (Glaring) You got your share, didn’t you, Bozo? You know you talk a
pretty mean streak for a compulsive thief.

JERRY: Go suck rocks, Andra! That’s not fair!

(Pause)

ANDRA: (Gets rid of Mrs.Hutton’s stole and props) Yeah, well you better get
going on returning all that stuff you’ve lifted from here.

JERRY: I already did that. It’s all in a pile on the maid’s bed.

ANDRA: You mean you’re trying to blame the maid?

JERRY: No, no. I just put it there. She’d never leave it like that. (Shakes his
head sadly) It’s obviously the work of Jerry Hamilton. I also left a note
apologizing.

ANDRA: (Sincere) That’s sweet. That’s really sweet, Jerry. I mean, you’re on
your way out of the mire.

JERRY: I didn’t sign it.
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ANDRA: So?

JERRY: I think we should leave while we have the chance.

ANDRA: I don’t think so.

(Mrs.Hutton enters from left)

HUTTON: You can’t leave, we haven’t finished the scene. (They rise) You may
have all of those things on the maid’s bed, Jerry, if you want them.
They are all imitation. (Sits in her chair)

JERRY: What?

ANDRA: You’re....you’re...

HUTTON: Do you have something to say, young lady, speak up.

ANDRA: You’re.....you’re dead.

HUTTON: (Pause) Really.

ANDRA: Mrs. Clarke said she saw you dead. In the bathtub.

HUTTON: In the what?

(Pause)

ANDRA: (To Jerry) Oh...wait a minute... you don’t suppose that Mrs. Hutton paid
them too, do you?

JERRY: What? (Getting the idea) Oh, yeah, oh wow. That’s sharp. That’s really
sharp. What a turnabout. (Laughs bitterly) Very clever, Mrs. Hutton,
very clever. A little cruel maybe, but a very effective illusion, double
edged. And you’ve been listening the whole time.

ANDRA: My compliments.

HUTTON: Are you two serious? Are you referring to my portrayal of Jerry.

JERRY: No, although that wasn’t bad either; by the way, I didn’t take anything
from this room.

HUTTON: It was an extension of the reality.
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JERRY: And I like the rat’s nest line a lot. That was a nice touch. It was very
difficult to keep still on the floor through all of it

ANDRA: (Shouting down the hall right) It’s okay, you guys, you can come out
now.

HUTTON: What are you doing? Who is here?

ANDRA: Your accomplices.

HUTTON: My what? Are you accusing me of something?

ANDRA: Oh, no. Complimenting you.

JERRY: (Sardonically, not without admiration) Isn’t she great? She never quits.
Plays it right out to the end.

HUTTON: Never mind that. Do you know anything about the lights? Christine is
supposed to see to that sort of thing, but she is afraid to deal with
anything that she doesn’t understand, but that is all over now, I’m
afraid. She is finally gone.

JERRY: Oh, she’ll be back even if it’s just for the party.

HUTTON: Well, I hope so.

JERRY: (Thinking) Unless that was all make believe too.

ANDRA: Could be. (Sincerely) You’re a real peach, you know that, Mrs. Hutton?

(Andra, taken away by it all, tweaks Mrs. Hutton’s cheek
friendily)

Mrs. Christine Hutton.

HUTTON: (Sort of pulls away, trying to hide a smile) I wish I knew what this was
all about.

ANDRA: Here they come.

(Glynnis and Phil enter from right)

(Glynnis still wears the sable)

GLYNNIS: Mrs. Hutton? Mrs. Hutton! Thank God. But, but, you mean you weren’t
dead? But your body.....You could have told me, I wouldn’t have had to
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be sick. (Realizes for the first time that she is still wearing the sable)
Oh, your sable. (Removes it) I, well...I (Changes the subject) It really
isn’t a very nice game you are playing –

HUTTON: (Taking the sable and tossing it aside angrily) What is going on here?
(Turns to Andra referring to Glynnis) Is she playing a part now too?
What’s going on in my home? And you! (To Phil) What in the name of
insanity are you doing in my home again – unannounced! You are the
most presumptuous detective I have ever encountered.

PHIL: Inspector.

HUTTON: You are the only detective I have ever encountered. Thanks heaven for
small favors. (She sits)

GLYNNIS: (To Phil) You, sir, are supposed to wait outside until - -

PHIL: Mrs. Clarke, you’ve been under a great deal of strain - -

GLYNNIS: And why didn’t you tell me immediately that Mrs. Hutton wasn’t dead!
Why didn’t you tell me immediately that she wasn’t in the bathtub!

HUTTON: I wasn’t in the bathtub.

GLYNNIS: And what were you doing in there so long – if Mrs. Hutton wasn’t in the
bathtub?

PHIL: (Shouting at first) Because someone else was in the bathtub. Because
Christine was in the bathtub, dressed in Mrs. Hutton’s clothes.
(Gradually gains self-control) Because she is dead, because she was
murdered, because she was lying face down and made up to look like
Mrs. Hutton, and because I didn’t want anyone to know it wasn’t Mrs.
Hutton right away to get a look at things first and mainly because I
haven’t been able to say anything for some time. Now everybody sit
down and keep your mouths shut. Mrs. Hutton, get up, come with me,
let’s get some positive identification here for a change – that the
woman is Christine.

GLYNNIS: Do you want me to phone anyone?

PHIL: Just sit tight, Mrs. Clarke. Let’s go, Mrs. Hutton. I believe it’s this
way....

(Phil and Mrs. Hutton go off right)
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(Jerry, Andra and Glynnis remain nervously trying no to look
at each other...)

End of Act Two

Act Three

(One hour later that same night)

(Mrs. Glynnis Clarke is alone in the parlor. She
paces nervously for a moment, wringing her hands,
glancing over her shoulder, mumbling...)

GLYNNIS: (Sits uncomfortably) That’s who did it, inspector...Yes, I’m sure. No.
Why do you ask that, sir. This is no illusion for me. I studied art in
Ottawa, and completed my PhD. at McGill in political science – Oh,
Jesus, when’s he coming. (Intense in thought, does not realize PHIL
enters behind her) If Andra only knew we are just hairs apart, just
hairs, but I won’t let her see that, I’ll be the dutifully styled Public
Relations directress.

PHIL: Mrs. Clarke.

GLYNNIS: (Startled) Jesus! Oh, I mean, hello.

PHIL: You’ve been mumbling to yourself, Mrs. Clarke.

GLYNNIS: (Jumps up) Is it my turn, Inspector? Where are the other policemen
and the photographer?

PHIL: We’re not going to take your picture, Mrs. Clarke.

GLYNNIS: (Humiliated) I know that.

PHIL: I sent them all back with the body. We’re short staffed this weekend.

GLYNNIS: Should I go to the library then, or should we talk here?

PHIL: (Distracted) No need to go there.

GLYNNIS: I don’t mind, really, I don’t – the others went, and it’s my turn.

PHIL: Relax. I know it’s late. But I’m afraid you can’t leave yet.
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GLYNNIS: That’s all right. What do you want to know, I’ve been going over it? I
mean.

PHIL: How do you know what I want to know? (She looks blank) Never mind
that. I’ll have to ask you to go to the library by yourself and wait till I call
you. I want to be alone in here.

GLYNNIS: (Almost losing control) But I’ve been waiting for over an hour, just
sitting here waiting, don’t I get my turn?! (Disgusted with herself) Oh, I
mean - - oh...

PHIL: Look, I’m sorry. Just go, I’ll be as quick as I can - - I’ve seen you
enough for now - - I know your background anyway. It’s all on record in
the hotel files. Now go...please.

(Glynnis goes off right)

(Phil alone)

PHIL: (Referring to Glynnis) The only one with any sense and now she’s had
the biscuit – wants her turn, like it was a fashion show or something.
(Picks up the cup on the mantle -) What a time to be short staffed.
British Columbia unions, what a joke! (Runs his finger round the rim of
the cup and licks it, gets an idea, then) Now comes the hard part, the
proverbial group session. (Starts out) They don’t pay me enough for
this kind of work. ( He pauses in center arch) I know you are there Mrs.
Hutton. Go on in, take a seat, you’ve earned it. (He goes)

(In a new dress, Mrs. Hutton tip toes in from right, sits down,
puts a candy cigarette holder and cigarette in her teeth,
poses. Andra enters center, stares at Mrs. Hutton, sits. Jerry
enters left, stares at both, stands. Glynnis enters center,
starts to sit, stands, tries not to look at anyone.)

(Silent pause)

(Phil enters centre, pause, lights cigarette)

HUTTON: Not in here you won’t.

PHIL: Look, I can’t work if I don’t do this.

HUTTON: Then you may work somewhere else.

PHIL: Mrs. Hutton, for God’s sake.
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HUTTON: (Offers him a candy cigarette from the box) Here, if you must smoke,
have one of mine!

PHIL: (Relieved) Thank you, Mrs. Hutton.  Thank you, I only do it when I’m
under the greatest amount of stress – I mean. (Pause) This is candy.
God! This is candy!

HUTTON: I know it is not very good for you, but it will help you get through this
scene.

PHIL: (Almost crushing the candy cigarette, then controls himself, to prove to
them that he can) This is not a make believe thing we are putting
together here, Mrs. Hutton. This is a police investigation.

(Phil eats just a nibble off the end of the candy, nibbles from
time to time throughout very sparingly, if he runs out of one,
he gets another automatically almost as though he always did
this)

HUTTON: But it’s so very late. I thought it was the midnight show.

PHIL: I will have to ask you to be quiet, Mrs. Hutton, for a while, okay?

HUTTON: Well, I - -

PHIL: Shut up!

HUTTON: All right. All right. All you had to do was say so.

(Pause)

PHIL: Now, it would appear that someone wanted to kill Mrs. Hutton,
discovered Christine the maid dressed up and made up to look like
Mrs. Hutton, and hastily killed her by mistake. Is this what you think
happened? (Pause) The mystery here is that in spite of many minor
lacerations and heavy bruises on the body, there is absolutely no blood
on the clothes. Now, everyone here except Glynnis, Mrs. Clarke, I
mean, claims to have seen Christine today. Is that right? Is that what
you claim? (Encourages them to answer)

HUTTON: Yes.

ANDRA: Yes.

JERRY: Yes.
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PHIL: Mrs. Clarke claims to have never seen her at all – until the tub – right?
I found this little book conveniently located under Christine’s pillow. It’s
a note pad diary. So far I see nothing of any significance in it. (To Mrs.
Hutton) Is that what you think? Oh, well, of course, you haven’t read it.
(Mrs. Hutton shrugs, he gives a little fake laugh) but we shall see. Well,
I’m not saying somebody here killed Christine, but somebody here
knows why she was in that empty bathtub, I mean...You were all here
during the time of and just prior to the discovery of the body. The lights
conveniently or otherwise were out, but that is minor. The body had
been dead for several hours, or maybe longer. I can’t get an autopsy
complete until tomorrow morning. But she wasn’t in the tub very long -
- probably only minutes, what do you think? (Pause, nibbles a bit of
chocolate cigarette) I at least was unable to find an major killing
wound, Sorry Mrs. Hutton, I have to talk about it. (Nibbles chocolate)
We must presume then that this Christine was killed by either internal
bleeding or a blow to the head. This as you are probably guessing
means: she could have been unintentionally killed and there was
probably a struggle. (Pause) I guess you are guessing the
manslaughter is less of a crime – it is, but if Mrs. Hutton is the real
target – sorry – if Mrs. Hutton is – anyways, Mrs. Hutton isn’t in any
less danger. (Pause) I think we can safely rule out suicide.
Now, you’re saying why is he telling us this?– because I want you to
help me solve this. Even though there are a million possibilities, you all
eagerly accused someone else here of being you a killer. (Pause) I
know who has been accused and who has accused you. You don’t.
Yes, Glynnis, I heard you rehearsing before I came in.

GLYNNIS: (Covers her face) Oh God.

PHIL: Accusations are pretty serious stuff – as I see by the looks on your
faces. Some of you were subtle about it – others blunt. You’re smiling,
Mrs. Hutton, why is that, why are you smiling? Did you wish to
withdraw your accusation?

HUTTON: No, no. I was thinking about changing it, however.

PHIL: Well, there will even be a surprise for me in this then. What I’m going
to ask you to do is act out a little scene for me. Hold it, hold it, Mrs.
Clarke, technique is not important here, just impressions, how you
perceive other people is reflected in your attitude when you are doing
them.

GLYNNIS: Doing? Doing whom?

ANDRA: (Sincere) I am impressed, Phillip, really impressed.
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PHIL: (Not liking the familiarity) Never mind that. I mean portraying,
portraying them.

GLYNNIS: I know that. How do expect me to do that?

PHIL: In a sense, Glynnis, I mean Mrs. Clarke. You just play along. The other
people here are used to it. Mrs. Hutton more than anybody I think –
from what little I’ve seen. Anyways, all their role playing gave me the
idea. Now you know, and I know, that having been an art student, isn’t
that far from being and actor, right?

GLYNNIS: Of course it is. How silly.

ANDRA: I’m not impressed, Phil. I’m really not impressed.

PHIL: (To Andra, angry, realizes he has blown it) Look, all right – umm. She
has a sense, an appreciation of a – of –

ANDRA: Aesthetics.

PHIL: Whatever the kinship is. She’s got it.

GLYNNIS: It’s not the same.

PHIL: It’s easy. I did it. I mean. Never mind.

ANDRA: When? You don’t mean the porter. When?

PHIL: Never mind.

JERRY: High school senior play, right, lead role?

PHIL: (Fast, upset) Yes.

JERRY: (Proud of himself) I knew it.

PHIL: It doesn’t matter. That’s not important.

HUTTON: If you’ll play, I’ll play.

PHIL: I’m the observer.

HUTTON: Glynnis might be more inclined to help you if you were participating
yourself. Perhaps then you could guide her.

PHIL: No, that’s not the idea.
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ANDRA: Sounds good to me.

PHIL: (Desperate) Look, I could book all of you right now. I’m doing you a
favour. Don’t you understand?!

GLYNNIS: You don’t have to, Mr. Randolphe. I’ll do what you want as best I can,
but not because of being booked. If you think it will help, I’ll do my best.

ANDRA: Great.

JERRY: Andra, this isn’t for fun. What’s the matter with you?

ANDRA: I know that.

PHIL: Look, Glynnis, Mrs. Clarke, it’s easy, not because I did it. That was a
mistake; so was the kinship thing with art. But I know it’s easy because
I heard you do it – when you were in here talking to yourself – it’s as
simple as that.

GLYNNIS: I wouldn’t call that a performance.

PHIL: I don’t want you to perform. I don’t want illusions, I want realities. I
want you to act out what you think other “people’s in this room’s
feelings and actions” would be under certain situations – ah, I mean
similar circumstances. Does that make any sense?

GLYNNIS: Surely. I’ll do it. But I bet I fall out of character every second word.

PHIL: I don’t care. Now, is everybody clear? (Pause, nobody is of course)
This is what you do: Play yourselves first. You all have tea, you all
drink it, you all notice you’re getting dopey, you know, drugged.

HUTTON: Yes, we know, “dopey”.

PHIL: Right. What happens? (Pause) ....Well do it.

HUTTON: Well, I don’t have my tea!

PHIL: You don’t need tea.

HUTTON: I need tea.

PHIL: All right. I’ll put some water in a pot – are the cups that way? (Off left)

HUTTON AND ANDRA: Yes.
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PHIL: Now, no real tea, there isn’t time, but you guys, I mean ladies and
gentlemen, never mind, you know who I mean – You start without me.
And I’ll be Christine.

HUTTON: What?!

PHIL: Just to bring the tea. Then I’ll sit back there out of the way, and you
people continue to play, drink, dopey, crash or whatever, you know.
Then I’ll stop you. Agreed? (They all nod) Good. Begin.

(Phil goes off left)

ANDRA: Do you think this will prove anything?

HUTTON: I’m not sure, but I certainly don’t want to get booked, whatever that is.

JERRY: That’s true.

GLYNNIS: He wouldn’t do that. But he is probably listening right now, so either we
start the scene right now or he will be back in her, and we will have to
go through all of this again.

ANDRA: But I’ve played the drug scene twice today already.

GLYNNIS: How many times have you played the murder scene?

ANDRA: What does that mean?

GLYNNIS: Oh, nothing. I just meant – well, that I presume, eventually we’ll be
playing the, ah, murder scene. Don’t you think so? (Pause) Mrs.
Hutton, I am terribly sorry all this has happened.

HUTTON: Oh my word, Glynnis, You are so bright, why do you ingratiate yourself
so! What in the world would make you think I would blame the hotel for
killing my maid? You needn’t reflect the interest of the hotel in this
matter. It is not necessary, believe me, my dear.

GLYNNIS: (Controlling her anger) I’m sorry, Mrs. Hutton, my placating is habitual,
it’s inbred, culturally reinforced. I may not even necessarily be what I
am underneath, but it has become what I am through constant use. We
all have automatic responses of some sort. You’ll forgive me?

JERRY: Let’s play the damn scene.

GLYNNIS: Perhaps we already are, Jerry.
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ANDRA: I don’t like it.

HUTTON: None of us like it, my dear.

ANDRA: No, I’m playing the scene. I don’t like the four of us having tea
together. It’s not like we were exactly made for each other, is it?

GLYNNIS: Or the opposite.

JERRY: How do you mean?

GLYNNIS: We are the scene; therefore, we are made for the scene. It is probable
that the four of us having tea together being ‘wrong’ or uncomfortable
is what the scene is.

JERRY: Exactly.

GLYNNIS: Well, I wouldn’t say ‘exactly’ myself, even though I put the idea
forward. It’s all ‘relative’ (Smiles at Andra) after all, isn’t it?

ANDRA: (Smiles) I’ve got your number.

GLYNNIS: I’ve got your number.

HUTTON: (Sincerely) Does anyone have my number?

(Pause)

JERRY: (Incriminatingly) Why don’t you ask the inspector?

HUTTON: (Unabashed) Oh, Phillip won’t tell me anything. He even knows when
I’m eavesdropping. Sometimes he disgusts me.

(Phillip enters, no tray, cups stacked, no saucers, pot in one
hand)

PHIL: Tea is served. (Quickly makes the rounds) (To Mrs. Hutton who is
reluctant to take the cup) Take the damn cup will ya!

HUTTON: Yes – yes – yes, of course...um, excuse me, you ah, lady but ah – do
you have- um – you didn’t bring me a saucer. How am I supposed to
drink this?
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PHIL: Out of the cup, Mam. What do you need a saucer for? (To Andra) I
know about saucers. I couldn’t find ‘em. The lights went out in there
when I was in there. Did they go out here?

HUTTON: You are destroying this entire scene, are you aware of that?

PHIL: (Apologetically, confused) Oh! Oh. Yes. Yes, Ma’am. Did the lights go
out for any length of time at all while I was out, about, out there,
Ma’am?

HUTTON: No.

PHIL: Right. Proceed. Ma’am. (Sits out of the way)

JERRY: This is very good tea, Mrs. Hutton. May i have some more?

HUTTON: Andra, would you please serve the tea? My maid –

(Pause)

GLYNNIS: (Acting out the scene.) This tea seems rather watery to me. Is there
something extra in it?

HUTTON: It’s simply Earl Gray, my dear. I believe in simplicity in all things, don’t
you?

GLYNNIS: (Yawns) Oh excuse me. How embarrassing. I had no idea I was so
tired. (Rises) If you will excuse me, Mrs. Hutton, Andra –

(Phil motions at her to sit back down; she waves back at him
a refusal.)

GLYNNIS: I think I’ll just go freshen up a bit, Christine – (Pause) I mean, Mrs.
Hutton.

(Phil stands to stop her)

(Glynnis starts for the door ignoring his protest, but weaves
and stands motionless)

HUTTON: It is through the right archway, my dear, then down the right corridor
past the sunroom, not the left corridor (Yawns) I fell strangely weak
suddenly, how about you, Christine – (Pause) I mean Andra....

JERRY: You don’t look well Andra. Do you think you’ll be okay for the
performance tonight?
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ANDRA: (Yawns) Well, all I have to do is get murdered and that – (Pause) How
about you Jerry, you - - (She starts to pass out, catches herself) Was I
talking just now?

(Glynnis falls to the floor)

(Pause)

HUTTON: What happened to Glynnis, I mean, Mrs. Clarke, Mrs. Glynnis Clarke?

(Pause)

HUTTON: What happened to Glynnis, I mean, Mrs. Clarke, Mrs. Glynnis Clarke?

JERRY: I don’t feel well. Not myself at all. Andra would you - - (Passes out)

ANDRA: Some tea! (Passes out)

(Pause)

(Phil remains motionless a moment, then he sits down)

HUTTON: (From her passed out position, one eye open) How did we do?

PHIL: Shh. (Then hypnotically as best he can) Keep your eyes closed.
Closed. Think a minute. Now – Glynnis, you pretend you’re Andra.
(Pause) Andra, you pretend you’re Glynnis. (Pause) Jerry, you pretend
you’re Mrs. Hutton. And Mrs. Hutton, you pretend, let’s see, who’s left,
oh me, I guess, well, all right, you pretend you’re me. Keep your eyes
closed a minute. Now concentrate. Oh, I’m sorry, I forgot Jerry. How
nice of you all not to jump up and scream at me – well, then, I don’t
want Mrs. Hutton to have to change, she’s probably set on me now,
anyways; so I’ll be Jerry – this time around. Best I can, anyways. Don’t
expect much dialogue from me though. Concentrate now. Now –
slowly you can open your eyes. Now, we all know who we are now.
Imagine Christine is dead in the middle of the floor here.

GLYNNIS: Oh, God.

PHIL: Sorry, Glynnis, but you’re Andra now. Andra should say “Oh, God.”
Now Christine is dead in the centre of the room.

ANDRA: (Seriously) Oh God.
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PHIL: And you are all waking up, or so you would have us believe; you are all
waking up from being drugged, and there she is; see her? One of you
probably did it; at least you all fear the possibility. (Phil touches each
person’s shoulder in turn)
(Touches Glynnis) Was it Andra, here?
(Touches Andra) Was it Glynnis, here?
(Touches Jerry) Was it Mrs. Hutton, here?
(Touches himself) Was it Jerry?
(Touches Mrs. Hutton) Excuse me, or was it me?
Remember the drug has an after effect too. Not too fast now. Keep it
slow so we can pick up on each other’s rhythm.

GLYYNIS: (From the floor) (Really sharp on the pick up of Andra) “Rhythm” –
That’s impressive, Phillip, very impressive. I am impressed (Turns to
Andra) Aren’t you, Glynnis?

ANDRA: (Also from where she passed out) (As Glynnis) Well, I am not sure at
all what he means, Andra, but I will do my best. It seems to me that at
best it is all relative.

JERRY: (Picking up on the drug recovery scene, tries to stand, but props
himself up instead) (As Mrs. Hutton) Oh my word. What has happened
to me? (Dopey) I have been poisoned. (Slowly off balance goes to
Glynnis) You poisoned me, Andra, you poisoned me.

HUTTON: (As herself) Am I drugged? As the inspector, as you, am I drugged?

PHIL: (Flustered) Ah, ah, no, go out there, enter from back there.

HUTTON: But you as Jerry are drugged, young man. (She goes off back center)

PHIL: (Flustered) Yes, yes, then I am. (He collapses, sort of)

GLYNNIS: (Picking it up again as Andra) Some tea! Oh my God, who is that?

JERRY: (As he realizes – as Mrs. Hutton) It’s my maid Christine. Oh my word,
what has happened to her?

ANDRA: (As Glynnis, grabs her stomach) I’m going to be sick, I’m going to be
sick.

PHIL: (Walks over as Jerry, not badly) Wow, she’s dead. (Mimes feeling her
pulse) She’s dead. (Mimes dropping the hand like a fish) Who do you
think did it, Andra? (To Glynnis)
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GLYNNIS: (As Andra) It wasn’t I. I mean me. She’s just the maid. Why would I
want to kill the maid?

PHIL: (Suddenly worried) Where’s the inspector? (To Jerry as Mrs. Hutton)
Didn’t you ring for the inspector?

JERRY: Not yet, Gerald, the sash cord is in there. (He starts out)

PHIL: (As himself) Stop! You’re all sneaking off.

JERRY: (As himself) Well, I don’t have to go out there.

PHIL: (Rushes to center back entrance) Mrs. Hutton? Mrs. Hutton? Oh.

HUTTON: (As Phil) (Steps into parlor) I was right here the whole time. I heard
everything. (Aside to Phil) What did you expect, I couldn’t make an
entrance any earlier, my entrance would have been wasted in all that
confusion. (Back to everyone) Now, everybody, shut your faces, I
mean your mouths. Sit down. (Grabs Jerry by the arm) You, old lady, I
mean, Mrs. Hutton, you come with me and positively identify this dead
person as the maid who belongs to you.

JERRY: (Trying not to laugh) Oh my word. (Laughs) (Andra glares at him, he
wipes the grin off his face) This is Christine, inspector. Someone has
deliberately made her look like me. I would suspect that that is to make
it look like it was really intended for me.

PHIL: (As Jerry) Exactly.

HUTTON: (As Phil) (To Phil) Now, I want each of you to remain silent until I
question each of you separately. (She pushes Phil down into a chair)
You, Jerry Hamilton, stay in the dining room.

PHIL: But- -

HUTTON: Never mind that.

(Mrs. Hutton as Phil pushes Glynnis a little more gently onto
one end of the sofa)

HUTTON: (As Phil) You, Andra Thompson, wait in the guest’s room. (Then Mrs.
Hutton guides Andra gently into another end of the sofa) You, Glynnis
Clarke, remain here in the parlor. And you there, Mrs. Hutton (To
Jerry), can come from your bedroom at once, right away, and talk to
me in the library, stand here now, and tell me exactly why you think
you are a suspect, and what’s your motive. Remember that since your
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true identity is unknown, nothing you say can be held against you.
Remember, no one move or speak. I want each of you to confess as
though you had committed the murder. I know who did. (Pause) But I
want each of you to pretend you did it. Now, you three “go” to your
rooms. (They sit quietly waiting) Now, concentrate. (Then to Jerry) Mrs.
Hutton, confess, what’s your theory. Accuse yourself.

JERRY: (Takes a deep breath and moves face to face with her) Are we alone?

HUTTON: Yes. (The other three sit heads down, silent)

JERRY: (To Mrs. Hutton) You really want me to do this? (Then a look to Phil)

PHIL: (Nods) Well, ah, yes, it’s not exactly what I had in mind but - - (motions
to go ahead)

JERRY: (Sarcastically) And no one will ever know that this is a personal opinion
about my own inner thoughts?

HUTTON: No one, now shoot.

(Pause)

JERRY: (Eloquently uses the cigarette holder throughout the following speech
but no chocolate cigarettes; he speaks with significance - -) You’re not
going to like this. (Pause, then as Mrs. Hutton) Christine is a bore. She
plays pranks. She talks back. I am mainly sure, certain, that is, that I
did it because, well mainly, to be very frank, I haven’t reacted at all the
way someone should who cares about somebody upon hearing of their
death, let alone murder. Sorry about that. You wanted to know. There
are also a number of minor reasons why I believe I am guilty of the
death of Christine. They are: One, I knew her personally. Two, I knew
her habit of mimicking me; so I took advantage of it to make it look like
the intended victim was myself. Three, I know the secrets of this suite
better than anyone...I’ve been saying all along I had planned a going
away party for her. I hit her once on the head, then made it look like a
struggle afterwards. I set this whole thing up. I mean arranged for this
entire set of circumstances to include these innocent people, the
innocent people waiting in the other rooms, that is. (Pause) (Whispers)
I also let it slip once that Christine was “finally gone” - - I did that just
before the body was discovered; (Whispers more intensely) And one
more thing, when Jerry found Andra on the floor, I wasn’t anywhere to
be seen. It’s unfortunate he slipped and knocked himself out. But I
wouldn’t dare tell anybody that part.

(Pause)
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HUTTON: Is that all? Very enlightening. I mean very good. But you gave no
motive. (Pause) You are always a bit more interesting to listen to when
you are someone else, but that’s not important here. And you gave no
motive.

JERRY: Oh.

HUTTON: Next Glynnis. (Said to the real Andra) Stand here next to Andra;
she can’t hear you anyway, I mean anyways, she’s in the guest’s
room. And tell us about yourself.

ANDRA: (Takes a deep breath, looks at everyone singularly, ends on Jerry) It
would appear that for a performance like that, Mrs. Hutton, (To Jerry)
that you must have really believed yourself to be guilty. This is a
terrible waste for I know who the killer is. (She turns to Glynnis) It is
myself. (Glynnis is shocked) I strongly suspect that each of us here
has been cleverly assigned to impersonate the person we have
accused. (To Mrs. Hutton) How you, Inspector, were able to pick up on
the real inspector’s plan so expertly must have something to do with
your ability with extra sensory perception, a good guess, or
eavesdropping. Regardless, we seem to be in the throes of it now. (To
Glynnis) And if the pattern emerging here holds, I doubt that Andra
there, when her turn comes, will spare me. In anticipation of this I must
confess that I, Glynnis Clarke, am guilty of the brutal murder of
Christine. She discovered me playing with Mrs. Hutton’s things, her
stole, her sable, her shoes, her mirrors. God knows what else she saw.
I tried to reason with her. But in her lower class fashion she took great
delight in torturing me with threats of blackmail. (Getting more and
more taken up in the theatrics of her own description) I pleaded with
her. She grabbed the fur from my grasp. It infuriated me, we struggled,
she struck her head on the sink I think it was, it doesn’t matter. I
scratched her, punched and kicked her.

JERRY: Jesus, Andra.

ANDRA: I smothered here with her own skirt. I killed her. And then I pushed her
into a closet. Then these actor types show up, and it is perfect. I
disguised myself as the maid, let them into the suite. Remember, the
Inspector knew about the bad tea before he ever arrived. I had told him
because I knew it was drugged. I planned to drug these actors and
blame the murder on them, but I was interrupted by Mrs. Hutton’s
return. Ironically they drugged themselves anyway, playing theatrical
games. Jerry knocked himself out. What a case. I dressed her in Mrs.
Hutton’s clothes so that people would think it was she who was playing
with Mrs. Hutton’s things. I deposited the body in the bath, for effect I
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think. I burned the maid’s uniform and later when all were present I
discovered the body myself, so no one suspects. I make myself vomit.
I even confess to wearing the sable - - because after all it’s such a
small thing in comparison to what I must keep secret. And most
important I know Andra, that actress type, is pretty sure she recognizes
me as the maid that let them in! I would never tell on myself under any
other circumstances than these. Believe me.

JERRY: (Mumbles) God.

HUTTON: (Momentarily taken back) Hmmmm.....(To Glynnis) Andra, it’s your
turn. (Motions to her to stand by Andra)

GLYNNIS: (Pause) (Glynnis does not respond to Mrs. Hutton’s motioning, but
remains with her head down, very crushed, but still as Andra speaks - )
I decline a self-incrimination. It would be against my better judgment –
against my sensitive ego, and I do not wish to cause myself
unfathomable pain. Nor do I wish to lower my own self-esteem any
further. (Looks at Andra) My only regret in withholding evidence is that
I am afraid the real victim has yet to be claimed. Besides, the real me
did a moment ago incriminate herself more than I ever could by
assuming someone else believes her to be guilty.

HUTTON: Oh, you mean the intended victim? Oh, yes, you mean, Mrs. Hutton,
don’t you?

(Pause)

ANDRA: (To Glynnis) You don’t scare me. You’ve been hiding something all
day. I can feel it.

GLYNNIS: What are you talking about?

ANDRA: Why do you keep watching Jerry? You knew him before, right? What
was that all about?

GLYNNIS: Inspector, do I have to - -

HUTTON: (As herself) Oh, Glynnis, you sly fox, admit you like him. Christine told
me she saw you two whispering behind one of those delicious thick
wooden pillars in the King Edward Room.

GLYNNIS: She most certainly did not.

JERRY: (Laughs) Right. We had a drink in the Beaver Pub. (Realizes he
shouldn’t have said that) Damn it.
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ANDRA: You tried to hustle her in the Beaver Room?!

JERRY: Pub. How was I to know she was the Public Relations Director of the
Hotel? God!

ANDRA: (Going toward Jerry) You stupid, b—

GLYNNIS: (Intercedes, face to face with Andra) Actually, I bought the drinks, Club
Soda for me and Scotch on the rocks for him. Compliments of the
house, he was working here too after all. It was a gesture.

ANDRA: (Mumbles) I’ve got a gesture for you right here.

HUTTON: (Comes between them) (As the Inspector) Ah-hem! Well, Jerry, actor,
occasional thief and part-time gigolo, stand here, near Mrs. Hutton’s
bedroom (Near the real Jerry) and let me hear your self-degradation.

PHIL: (More like a prosecutor than as Jerry) I, Jerry Hamilton, with a previous
common assault charge on my record am guilty of second degree
murder. Being a headstrong, willful person, I did maim and then kill
Christine the maid. Being a bit of a man about town as they say, and a
thief, I spent the night before with her in order to get her to let us into
this suite the next day for rehearsal. Andra was to be kept in the dark.
Later, unexpectedly, the maid discovered me pilfering this suite. I
threatened her and then uncontrollably struck her with the handle of
this letter opener. She fell against the mantle in the parlor, there,
causing a concussion. Several of the blows I gave to her body may
have caused internal bleeding. She died. I decided to elaborately
disguise her as Mrs. Hutton, which was easy for me to do with my
theatrical makeup background, to throw people off the track. Drugging
the tea was a simple matter for a professional huckster. I inflicted three
minor injuries to my own person, two cuts, and bump on the head to
back up my story. The rest of the story is easily enough explained and
material evidence will show up from many quarters to verify this theory
about myself. (Directly to Jerry) Well, what do you think, Jerry Ham-
mer-ton?! Is this how you did it?

JERRY: What? Are you crazy? I didn’t want to come here at all. And I’m
accident prone. That’s all. And. I liked the maid – the little I saw of her,
and I really disagree about what she looked like. I thought the maid
looked a bit more like Mrs. Hutton only younger and prettier, sorry
Ma’am. Oh, yeah, sure I had to pay a heavy fine for common assault or
go to jail, but you should have seen the other guy – not a scratch on
him. He had a lawyer. I didn’t, but that isn’t how it reads in the records.
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And anyway, how in the world did you deduce that I slept with the
maid, I mean spent the night with her last night? That’s bananas.

PHIL: All right. Where were you last night?

JERRY: In bed.

PHIL: You know what I mean.

JERRY: No – I – don’t.

PHIL: You’re making a big mistake, Jerry, because it says right here (opens
it) in Christine’s little diary that she spent the night with you.

ANDRA: Jerry!

PHIL: Cat got your tongue?

JERRY: (“Speechless”) Well - - I - - it’s crazy!

GLYNNIS: Oh, I give up.

PHIL: What?

GLYNNIS: It was me. It was me.

PHIL: You?

GLYNNIS: I mean, he couldn’t have spent the night with her. I don’t care what it
says in her diary. He spent it with me. All night. But I didn’t know he
was a thief then.

ANDRA: WHAT?

GLYNNIS: (To Jerry) You really weren’t going to tell, were you? (Jerry looks
away)

ANDRA: You never spend the night with me.

JERRY: Andra, please. Not now.

ANDRA: Why don’t you like me?!

JERRY: Because I don’t. I mean, not that way.

ANDRA: (Mumbles) Jesus, that’s worse. I’m going to rip her eyes out.
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GLYNNIS: (Stands, calmly ready for anything) Hard to take isn’t it, Andra?

PHIL: (He steps between them) There’s plenty of time for that later, ladies.

HUTTON: Awh, poop, Phillip. It was just starting to be fun.

PHIL: (Glares at Mrs. Hutton) This Christine of yours seems to be quite a little
liar. (Sighs, then to Jerry) So you thought they looked alike.

JERRY: Well, not exactly.

PHIL: (Thinks) I believe you, Jerry. Well, I think we’ve heard enough. Before
we go, I have one more thing - -

HUTTON: I don’t think so. I don’t think we’ve heard enough. (Back to Phil’s
character) Now, sit down and wait everybody. I have a confession.

PHIL: What?

HUTTON: Me. Phillip Randolphe. I killed Christine because she was blackmailing
me. I forgot sometimes that I’ve been seen sometimes at the hotel, an
occasionally the upper floors by Mrs. Hutton.

PHIL: That’s not true. I never saw you before.

HUTTON: And I have been seeing Christine. Now, I’m not married, but I told
Christine I was, to keep myself free; Mrs. Hutton is aware of this
because Christine confided in her, I mean told her, and she told me,
that she told her.

PHIL: What?

HUTTON: But Mrs. Hutton knew anyway that I wasn’t married. I like to pretend a
lot.

PHIL: What?!

HUTTON: Each his turn, now sit down! This is my play. So shut up. (Phil sits back
down) Now, she was going to cause a scene if I didn’t go off with her. I
didn’t want to go off with her. She was a maid. I wanted to see her still,
but go off with her? No. Anyway, anyways, we fought, she fell, I had to
cover it up, so I staged this incredibly elaborate scheme to confuse
everybody. I arrived for the investigation myself, made sure no extra
help would come in (or stay), even delayed the autopsy, just to make
sure everything went through like clockwork. I didn’t really want a
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patsy. I just wanted to confuse everybody. I have a flare for the
theatrical, you see. I gave myself away when I gingerly let you slip
through my fingers during the drug investigation and let you go to
“Improvisation of a Murder” to give myself time to set up the body in
the bathtub. (Pause) Oh, by the way, I like to talk to myself too. Now,
I’m going to call you all together again. It is very likely that if someone
here has accidentally stumbled onto the truth that he or she or all of us
are slated as the next victim. (She goes)

PHIL: (Distracted) This is amazing. Caught in my own trap.

ANDRA: You mean you did it?

PHIL: No, are you crazy?! Mrs. Hutton made all that up. The only part that
was true was about being around the hotel. I like the rice pudding. No,
I meant this personal confessions thing. I can’t believe it.

JERRY: Why should hers be any more made up than ours? (Answers himself)
Because she has more at stake.

GLYNNIS: Is it possible for us to leave now. I can’t imagine how any of this - -

PHIL: In a minute. Now sit tight. There is just one more thing, oh no, where’s
Mrs. Hutton? Mrs. Hutton, come back in here. There’s just one more –
oh no. (Rushes back to center entrance) (Looks left and right) She’s
gone. This time she’s really gone all right. I knew it.

ANDRA: Maybe she went to the washroom.

GLYNNIS: She shouldn’t go alone.

ANDRA: How can that be if we are all here?

JERRY: Seems to me we are the ones in danger.

PHIL: Well, personally, I don’t think it is anybody in this room.

JERRY: I don’t either.

PHIL: (Off) Mrs. Hutton? Answer me please?

JERRY: (Triumphant) I was right. I knew it was Mrs. Hutton. I knew it all along.

ANDRA: That’s an awful thing to say.

JERRY: What, that your theory was wrong for a change? Hard to take isn’t it?
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(Phil returns)

ANDRA: No, that Mrs. Hutton did it.

PHIL: I don’t think that either. (Jerry starts to speak, Phil won’t let him)
Glynnis, would you please go and knock on the powder room door and
just check – just in case?

GLYNNIS: (Stands) All right, but it is getting to be so late, couldn’t we –

(The lights go out)

PHIL: (In the dark) No one move!

(Sound: a crash in the parlor)

PHIL: What was that?

JERRY: It was me. I moved. I’m all right.

PHIL: Terrific. I’m glad you’re all right. Now don’t move.

JERRY: Oh, Christ! It was her!  She’ll kill me!

PHIL: Shut up!

ANDRA: Phil, if you have your gun out, would you point it somewhere else – it’s
very cold against my arm.

PHIL: Sorry. Shhh.  Mrs Hutton are you – -quiet everyone, what’s that?

(Sound: a gun shot)

(Sound: stifled scream as bodies hit the floor)

(Lights come on)

(They sit up, but stay on the floor)

PHIL: (To Andra) Are you hit?

GLYNNIS: Jerry, are you all right?

JERRY: Weren’t you shot?
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GLYNNIS: I just fell to the floor and covered my head.

PHIL: So did I. (Calls) Mrs. Hutton! God, I don’t want to go out there and look
for her.

ANDRA: What did you fire for?

PHIL: I didn’t.

ANDRA: Are you sure? Sounded like it happened in here to me.

JERRY: Me too.

(Phil looks angrily at Andra and puts the gun barrel against
her arm)

ANDRA: Stop that. I told you it’s cold.

PHIL: Now do you believe me?

(Christine the maid enters with tea service)

CHRISTINE: My, my, my what are we all doing on the floor there? Workin’ up a
thirst? Up, up now, come on that’s a dears. Mrs. Hutton said she
was going to bed and that I should entertain you for a bit. (They get
up, she serves tea throughout) She thought maybe you’d like a spot
of tea after all them long speeches. Oh, that one she did about the
inspector that was a lulu, that one. Did you like it then, Inspector
Phil? I did, truly, I was proud of her. (She drinks a spot of tea
herself) That’s my cup there. I’ll just put it down there then and
finish after you folks. Mum doesn’t mind when I have a spot of tea
now and then, I just don’t tell her I have it with the guests. Oh,
someone left a whole bunch of rhinestones and things all over my
bed. I don’t need them you know. You can have ‘em back. I’m not
that easy to please, when it comes to jewelry and things.
Sometimes Mum gives me some of hers, the leftovers sort of, you
know, and shares in International Soy at Christmas, things like that.
I’m quite well off you know actually, but I like it here; so I stay on.
Are you drinking your tea? This is special tea you know, Earl Grey,
none of that other stuff you’re used to drinking, this stuff is good. I
sure am glad you all dropped by. It’s not very often I get a chance
to chat – can you tell? (Serves more tea)

PHIL: Who are you?
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CHRISTINE: Oh, somebody finally talked. I’m the maid. What does it look like?
Drink your tea, love.

PHIL: The maid. Are you Christine?

CHRISTINE: As I live and breathe. Now, drink your tea and quit asking me a lot
of questions. How do you expect a body to do her job?

PHIL: But you were presumed dead.

CHRISTINE: Well, that was a presumption then, wasn’t it? Now I’m alive. Now
drink it down then for the love of Pete.

PHIL: Does anyone recognize this woman as Christine?

CHRISTINE: Now, wait a minute!

JERRY: It looks like Christine to me.

ANDRA: (Cynically) This Christine looks younger that the other Christine to
me.

PHIL: Get Mrs. Hutton, Mrs. Clarke, please, right away.

ANDRA: (Stops Glynnis) Relax, Glynnis. (Glynnis looks at Phil, who
indicates ‘stay’ but is doubtful. Then Andra to Christine) Where
have you been all day?

CHRISTINE: I’ve been here all day. Where have you been? Play acting indeed.

ANDRA: You and Mrs. Hutton have a way of seeing everything.

CHRISTINE: Oh, I get it, Mrs. Hutton put you up to this, did she? She’s a
prankster, that one. Why she put you up to fooling me, didn’t she?
Have some more tea then, Inspector?

PHIL: No, no this is fine. (Calls) Mrs. Hutton! Oh, Mrs. Hutton! If you’re
hiding please come back here! (Then) Where have you been all
day?

CHRISTINE: Why right here. You don’t need her, Inspector, I’ll tell you everything
if she isn’t here. Mrs. Hutton isn’t as old as she looks you know.
She’s a regular actress that one. It’s a terrible thing she did.
(Pause) But legal. (Pause) It’s just like her to fool me too. Isn’t this
fun? I thought I was in on it. But not everything. Oh yeah, before I
tell you the terrible thing she did, she fired her pistol there by the
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door to ‘set up’ my entrance she said, something about it being
more theatrical. I’m not sure what she mean by all that., but I went
along with it. Isn’t this fun? Oh, yes the terrible thing. She adopted a
corpse, just this morning, a fresh one. That’s right, she adopted a
dead person. She signed for it. It had been in a car accident. No
known family, so she claimed it. She always wanted to adopt
something she used to say. It couldn’t be just anybody, you know,
had to be one of them no-known-family bodies you know. All she
did was sign for it. I was there. Sort of an expost facto adoption she
called it, whatever that is.....isn’t this fun? Anyway, she plans to
bury the corpse after the autopsy. I guess we’ll have to get it back -
- it belongs to her you know, she adopted it. She’s already checked
everything with her lawyers. It’s all legal now. It was complicated,
but making things legal usually is ... (Whispers) not to mention
expensive. (Then in normal voice) Boy, are you starting to look
funny.

ANDRA: (Almost disappointed) Then there was no murder.

PHIL: (Slowly) We’ve...We’ve...she’s done it again. Terrific. (Wipes his
finger along the inside of his cup) It’s the same stuff, not poison - - I
think, I hope...(Yawns)

ANDRA: The tea?

GLYNNIS: I don’t even usually drink tea. I was just doing it to be polite. I can’t
believe this is happening to me. It was that damn sable.

JERRY: (Nervously) What does this mean? Are we in danger? So you think
- - oh no, you....you did murder your maid after all. I was right. Oh
no.

GLYNNIS: (Dopey) What? What are you saying? She is Christine. (Realizing)
Oh, I think I see.

(They all rise, except Andra, who relaxes. The others make a
slow motion like attempt at escaping, all eventually draping
themselves this way and that around the set.)

CHRISTINE: (Intoned as Mrs. Hutton) That’s right, Gerald, I did, in a manner of
speaking, put an end to her. Drink your tea, now, my dear.

JERRY: No! (He tries to throw the cup, sort of, but it hangs on his fingers)
You made me forget this wasn’t a scene. I never drink tea. I only
did it out of habit, I mean, someone else’s habit, we’ve been acting
all night. Who am I?
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PHIL: I don’t feel in touch with myself. And I sure don’t seem to recognize
any of you folks.

ANDRA: (Giddy) I don’t believe it. (Yawns) We were just guests at your
party, nothing more.

GLYNNIS: Mrs. Hutton, you are brilliant, but cruel. Using us this way is
unbalanced. I only hope your devices end here.

CHRISTINE: (Now as the real Miss Hutton) (Removes her wig, bow, apron, the
rest of her disguise) Now, Christine, you’re really dead. I’m tired of
this wig anyway, it gives me a headache. I do so much enjoy acting.
I even play myself older than I am. Sometimes I play a maid or a
dress-maker. Very few people get to see the real me. You are very
lucky. (Looks them over) Well, perhaps that is a matter of opinion. I
want to be just myself now for a while however – whoever that is –
and have a real companion.

JERRY: (Drowsy) Oh, God.

HUTTON: (Laughs) And I am so glad you could come this evening. I created
Christine and I uncreated her. And you believed it. (She bows;
Andra attempts to applaud) Thank you. My play is done. Oh, and
that poor dead person, “no-known-family” corpse, what a mess. I
dressed her myself in my clothes to give her a little class. It didn’t
help much I’m afraid. Actually, I found that part rather distasteful.
(Sighs)

GLYNNIS: (Barely able to speak) How could you?

HUTTON: I love acting. Don’t you? It is so therapeutic. Putting oneself in
someone else’s shoes allows one to express things that one would
never dare say as oneself. Pretending to be somebody else lets us
off the hook...You all look off the hook.

(They all fall asleep nodding in philosophical agreement but
fearing her next move)

PHIL: Funny. The one more thing I wanted to do was have everybody play
the maid. Oh, rats. (He passes out)

(Miss Christine Hutton gets the letter opener, pulls an
envelope from her bosom, opens the envelope with the letter
opener, reads it to them)
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HUTTON: Dear Inspector blank blank (she scribbles in his name)...Phillip
Randolphe and whomever it may have concerned: When you awaken
from my little tea party, you probably won’t have the slightest idea of
who you really are. That’s normal. Eventually you will begin to notice
you are not alone. Don’t bother trying to find me, I’ve arranged for a
very long cruise. This suite, after all, has become awfully cluttered,
hasn’t it? Don’t be too angry my dears. (She drops the letter on top of
the sleeping Inspector Randolphe)  Sincerely yours, Christine.

(As she passes through the center arch to leave, she flicks
the lights off with the letter opener)

(Silence)

PHIL: (From the floor) Not so fast, Mrs. Hutton.

HUTTON: (Seemingly calm) Oh poop. What is it now, Phillip? (flicks light on)

PHIL: Nobody drank the tea.

HUTTON: You’re kidding.

PHIL: I told them not to.

HUTTON: (Alarmed) You sleazy thing. How?

PHIL: I slipped them a note when the lights went out.

HUTTON: What note?

ANDRA: (Reads) Play along. Just don’t swallow anything. Phil.

HUTTON: When on earth did you have time to write them notes?

PHIL: Oh, I did that right after I had talked to you alone in the library before I
eavesdropped on Glynnis. You told me you had last seen Christine this
morning. It was very unlikely since “Christine” was dead yesterday.

HUTTON: You lied about the autopsy.

PHIL: No. Anybody could see the body was dead at least a day. So either
you were lying about seeing Christine this morning, or that was not the
body of Christine. It turns out both were true. I mean not true. Well, you
know what I mean. Anyways, I had to set up some kind of game to find
out what you were up to - - the notes were just a precaution...you
disappeared, the lights went out, I handed everyone a note.
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GLYNNIS: What note?

PHIL: Didn’t you get a note?

GLYNNIS: No. What do you mean?

PHIL: Well, I gave you a note. I –

JERRY: I got two notes. Does that mean anything?

PHIL: Jesus! But –

GLYNNIS: I didn’t drink the tea because I don’t drink tea. I told you that.

HUTTON: But you pretended to be drugged.

GLYNNIS: What do you suggest I should have done, attacked you with this stupid
damn tea cup?! I was scared. Everyone started acting weird - - you
were pretending to be a maid. God, McGill was never like this!

HUTTON: You knew? But you drank it. I saw you.

GLYNNIS: (shows her tea in cup) No, I didn’t.

HUTTON: (To Andra) And you?

ANDRA: Poured it into your sofa chair.

HUTTON: Oh my word. (Turns to Jerry)

JERRY: Into the carpet - - what didn’t go all over my sweater, it’s dark though,
so it doesn’t - - -

HUTTON: Oh never mind. And you? Don’t tell me. You poured yours into my
plant! Didn’t you?

PHIL: Thought it was good for them.

HUTTON: Not sleeping potion you nit! You’ve killed it.

PHIL: Come, Mrs. Hutton, let’s go.

HUTTON: What? Where?
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PHIL: Down to the station. I’m going to book you for withholding evidence,
fraud, drugging people, scaring the hell out of the police department
and wasting the taxpayer’s money. You name it. (To others) I’ll get
your statements tomorrow. Come here a moment, Andra. (Motions to
her to come over - - then whispers) Here’s my home phone in case you
want to go out to dinner tomorrow. (Andra is speechless) Let’s go Mrs.
Hutton.

HUTTON: But that body belongs to me.

PHIL: That’s not the point, Mrs. Hutton. (Handcuffs her)

HUTTON: How dare you?

PHIL: Shut up.  (Starts out)

HUTTON: Wait. I have just one more thing to say.

PHIL: No you don’t. (Ushers her out)

HUTTON: (Fading off) But Jerry’s a thief. And Glynnis bought him a drink and –

PHIL: (Fading off) Those are real things, Mrs. Hutton, they are okay.

GLYNNIS: (Puts cup down) I expect you two out of this hotel in 20 minutes. Your
final check will be waiting for you at the security desk as well as the
hotel detective who will search all of your luggage thoroughly and very
particularly frisk Jerry. Good night. (Goes, up center)

JERRY: (Waves, sort of) Bye Mrs. Clarke.

ANDRA: (Sighs) Seems fair enough. (Thumbs her nose at Glynnis)

JERRY: What are you grinning about? (Andra goes off right) Hey, where are
you going?

ANDRA: (Off) To get out of Mrs. Hutton.

JERRY: To get out of Mrs. - - oh - - right....of course. (Touches his pockets) Oh,
wow. I better get rid of all this stuff - - and fast. (Goes off left)

The End
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